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Message from the 
President and Chief 
Executive Officer

 Based on sustainability theory, we should concern about 
economy, society, and environment, which are our guideline for 
work performance of CHO since company’s establishment. Last 
year, 2019, we developed and tested an eco-friendly product 
with Thailand’s primary retail company: the electronic truck was 
tested into the dry-container truck, which CHO has conducted 
research and studied for over 4 years. This vehicle was tested in 
every geographic aspect and climate; this makes us certain that 
we are the first in Thailand in that we are specialized in electric 
cars.  
 Also related to electric car activity, we worked together 
with khon Kaen University on the electric car charger, which was 
carried out and could be manufactured in Thailand. 
CHO still has products involved in environment which have been 
developed and made through research, such as the new model 
of public toilet or even the never-full garbage bin. These will 
meet Thai modern society and be appropriate for environment. 
 Lastly, we have collaborated with Khon Kaen City 
Development Company CO.,LTD. (KKTT) for driving the intelligent 
city plan, which this knowledge could be the process leading to 
sustainability in business and Thai society in the future.  

(Mr. Suradech Taweesaengsakulthai)

President and Chief Executive Officer
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Head Office 
and Factory 
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, 

Muangkhao, Muangkhonkaen, 

KhonKaen 40000, ThailandCompany Establishment 
November 18, 1994

Authorized Capital

588,998,932.50 Baht 

Symbol in the Stock Exchange of Thailand

“CHO”
25 Year

Paid-up Capital

327,221,629.25 Baht  
(As of December 31st, 2019) 

Registered in the 
Market for Alternative 
Investment (mai) 
Registration Date: May 13rd, 2013 

Stock Ownership
As of December 31st, 2019

Majority Holders (First 11 holders) 63.168% Minority Holders 36.832% 

Total revenue 
of the year 2019  

1,609.21
million Baht   

Common Stock 
Total Registered Capital in the Stock 
Exchange of Thailand and Paid-up Capital 
  

1,308,886,517 shares 
(As of December 31st, 2019)

Par Value per Share

0.25 baht 

Majority Holders 

63.138%

Minority Holders

36.832%

Cho Thavee Public Company Limited
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Vision
The Company is aiming to become the leader in designing, creating, and manufacturing 
innovative world-class technology professional management and unique knowledge by 
using to reach the excellence, building customer’s confidence and satisfaction with 
consciousness in corporate social responsibilities and environmental concerns. The 
Company's target is to proudly supply quality products under the name CHO as a world-class 
brand. And to create the happiness to the partners, as well as to enhance our 
competitiveness to become the leader of innovative technology for the sake of Thailand.

Mission

Unique
To build unique knowledge 
of CHO and personal 
development

To increase recognition, 
awareness and confidence 
in the brand CHO.

To produce a great 
variety of environmental 
friendly products with 
sustainability and safety

To create happiness for 
our employees and stake-
holders.

To achieve excellence in 
Total Quality Assurance 
and innovation  

To search and constantly 
develop new technology

To build the identity of 
“CHO” species.

To achieve excellence in 
finance and marketing

High Performance
Organization under
Good Governance 

One of a kind along 
with identity of 
“CHO” species 

Creativity to drive 
innovative developments  

C H O

Strong
Brave

Different

IDENTITY
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Our Business
 The Taweesaengsakulthai family (or CHO Thavee group) by Mr. Cho 
Taweesaengsakulthai and Ms. Usa Taweesaengsakulthai pioneered the logistics 
vehicle business in Khon Kaen province. They established the company as the first 
distributor of logistics vehicle since 1968. Later, they have expanded their business 
to be a manufacturer and an assembler of bus body.  In the year 1980, they have 
expanded their manufacturing and assembling for trailer body, semi-trailer body, and 
transportation vehicle body. CHO Thavee group has constantly developed its trailers 
technology and commercial vehicles technology.
 In the second generation of Cho Thavee group leading by Mr. Suradech 
Taweesaengsakulthai, a son of Mr. Cho Taweesaengsakulthaiand  Ms. Usa 
Taweesaengsakulthai. They graduated in field of automobile engineering and business 
administration from Japan, viewing to the trend of demand in large logistics system by 
the large special trailer. He also viewed to the important of the innovation in assembling 
the truck body, which rely on the leading technology from abroad, will be increased 
in the industry of trailer, semi-trailer in the future. He, then, decided to establish Cho 
Thavee Dollasien Co., Ltd. (“The company” or “CHO”) on November 18,1994 by joining 
the family company namely Khonkaen Cho Thavee(1993) Co.,Ltd. (“CTV-1993”) with 
the leading manufacturer company of truck body and trailer from Germany namely 
Doll Fahrzeugbau AG (“DOLL”), in order to do the business of designing, manufacturing, 
assembling the body, and installing of engineering system pertaining to the truck body, 
the trailer and the truck for commercial. The registered capital was 10 million Baht, 
74% of these to be held by the group of Thai shareholders and CTV-1993, and the 
rest of 26% to be held by DOLL. In 2014, DOLL has changed its management team to 
be CMP financial group, so it focused on sales more than product developments. In 
2016, the contract between CHO and DOLL expired with no contract renewal. Since 
then, CHO cooperate with business partners with the technology owner through MOU 
signing with companies that can make a technology transfer for CHO, for instance; 
Faymonville Company Limited, a Belgium company ranked the top three sale volume 
of the world, which has various trucks manufacturing technology: Siemens AG, a 
Germany company who has expertise in the electrical engineering and the world-class 
automation technology.
 In addition, the company has joined with the French business man in 2005 
in establishing Cho Thavee Thermotech Co., Ltd. (“CTV-TMT”) with registered capital 
of 10 million Baht. CHO held in a portion of 80% of registered capital, and the French 
business man held in portion of 20% of registered capital. This company has the 
purpose of doing business in designing, manufacturing, assembling, and installing of 
the fiber glass fresh box for truck with light weight for using in the transportation of 
merchandises, fresh foods and dried foods. In order to maintain the quality of the 
products until the destinations, also with the physical shape and the temperature of 
the products to be kept in the same condition as prior to the transportation. At the 
present, CTV-TMT has its registered capital and paid-up capital of 20.00 million Baht. 
CHO held the shares in CTV-TMT for 99.99% of the registered capital.
 On September 28, 2017 the company has invested in KLRT Company Limited 
(a subsidiary company) to tender for 2 projects of Khon Kaen City Development with 
CKKM Joint Venture and KLRTT Consortium. It was during the waiting for auction result.

CHO

CTV-TMT

Registered capitals 

588,998,932.50 
Baht

Paid-up registered capitals 

327,221,629.25 
Baht 
As of December 31, 2019

Par value 0.25 Baht

Registered capitals 

20 million Baht
Paid-up capitals

20 million Baht 

Par value 10 Baht
Established on

March 30, 2005

Cho Thavee Public Company Limited 

Structure of 
Company Group

Cho Thavee Thermotech Co., Ltd. 
99.99%

99.97%

49.00%

ARK
Registered capitals 

1 million Baht

Paid-up capitals 

1 million Baht 

Par value 100 Baht
Established on

October 30, 2018

Amornrattanakosin Co., Ltd.

KLRT
Registered capitals 

20 million Baht
Paid-up capitals 

20 million Baht

Par value 100 Baht
Established on 

September 28, 2017

KLRT Co., Ltd.
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 On October 30, 2018 the company notified for a formation of Amornrattanakosin Company Limited “ARK” (a subsidiary 
company), for doing a business of Smart Bus management.
 On November 14, 2018 the company has invested in ALLS Holdings Company Limited for the investment in business 
related to vehicle production and manufacturing, public transportation service and support technology used for public transportation 
and other business related to public transportation.

Major developments

• 2011• 2009

• The Company got a project 
management in building the Navy 
Offshore Patrol Vessel: OPV#1. 
The vessel is the first vessel which
was built by Thai and in Thailand. 
It was designed by BAE SYSTEM 
Company in the United Kingdom

• The Company acquired the 
whole common stocks of 
CTV-TMT from French 
shareholder, making the 
Company to hold the shares 
in CTV-TMT for 99.99% of 
registered capital.

• 2012

• The company signed an agreement for 
the cooperation with Hanaoka Sharyo 
Co., Ltd. from Japan who is the 
manufacturer of  GROUN support 
equipment used in worldwide airports.
• The company got a Project 
management in repairing and 
maintenance of trucks for Linfox 
Transport (Thailand) Co., Ltd. and 
Tesco-Lotus.

• 2013

• The company register to be Public Company Limited and changed its name to be 
“Cho Thavee Dollasien Public Company Limited”.  
• The company’s stocks have been registered in The Market for Alternative Investment (MAI).   

• The company has been accredited for the quality standard of factory in modifying truck in 
equivalent to factory quality of MAN Truck & Bus AG. (“MAN”) Germany, in modifying the truck 
of MAN requested from MAN’s customer. This was the first factory outside Europe.  

• The company has been appointed only one in Thailand by BAE Systems Overseas Inc. from The 
United Kingdom as a solely sale distributor of spare parts and the technical supporting for the 
products concerning all of the vehicles system, and parts in repairing and supporting for armed 
system, and all of the supporting products, except for gunned ship with the source from U.S.A.

• The company has been appointed from Morooka rubber crawler carrier, Japan as the importer 
and sale distributor of  for Thai market.  

• 1994 • 1996

• Established the 
company under the
name “Cho Thavee
Dollasien Company
Limited” (Currently
changed to “Cho 
Thavee Public Company
Limited” or “CHO”)       

• The company 
started to sell its 
products to 
overseas customers. 

• 1997

• The Company started 
the manufacturing and 
exporting of the 
catering hi-loader trucks 
to airlines’ catering 
companies for the 
international market.

• The Company was the initiator in 
designing and manufacturing of 
semi-trailer for the six-wheeled 
aluminum container with shutter 
door for loading carbonated soft 
drink to Thai Namthip Co., Ltd  

• 1998

• 2007

• The company signed cooperated
investment agreement with Japan 
Asia Investment Co., Ltd. (“JAIC”)
The agreement was for financial 
support for CHO

• Established the subsidiary 
company named Cho Thavee 
Thermotech Co., Ltd. (“CTV-TMT”). 
CTV-TMT produces light-weight 
fiberglass panel and assembles 
them into a container to sell to 
CHO.  

• The Company developed the 
special catering hi-loader truck
(X-Cat) for airbus A-380. The first
truck has been delivered to 
Emirates Flight Catering 

• 2005 • 2006
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• 2014

• The Company considered 
appointing the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee (CSR)  
 
• The Company considered appointing 
The Corporate Governance, Risk 
Management, Nomination and 
Compensation Committees

• The company had its first Sustainable 
Development Report

• 2017

• 2018 • 2019

• The company has expanded its Service Center to open 24 hours
maintenance service center under the name “Sib Lor 24 hours 
by CHO”.  

• The company has established a consortium with Scan Inter 
Company Limited. It named “SCN-CHO collaboration group” and 
Cooperation has signed a contract for NGV Bus Procurement 
and Maintenance provides for the Bangkok Mass Transit 
Authority (BMTA) 

• The company received the Thailand Sustainability Investment 
(THSI) 2017 in the sustainability category

• The company received the OUTSTANDING Sustainability 
Awards 2017 in the sustainability category. 

• The company notified for a formation of 
Amornrattanakosin Company Limited “ARK”
(a subsidiary company), for doing a 
business of Smart Bus management.

• The company received the Thailand 
Sustainability Investment (THSI) 2018 
in the sustainability category.

• The company received the Sustainability 
Report Award 2018 in the sustainability category. 

• The company has issued and freely offered the 
Warrants to purchase the newly Issued Ordinary 
Shares of the Company No.2 (CHO-W2) 

• The company received the Thailand Sustainability 
Investment (THSI) 2019 in the sustainability category 

• 2015

• The company was the contractor of KKU Smart Transit, 
an NGV public transportation which will be operated in the 
area of Khon kaen University for the five-year contract

• The company collaborated with FRAMO GmbH Company 
in Germany. It brought the innovation and transferred the 
technology to improve the electric drive systems for 
transportation vehicles.    

• The company signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) with CP ALL and Panyapiwat Institute of Management 
for innovation of first commercial electric vehicle.

• The company established a southern maintenance base in 
Phun Phin, Surat Thani province, Thailand.

• The company received the Thailand Top Company Awards 2015 

• 2016

• The company changed its name
from Cho Thavee Dollasien 
Company Limited to be Cho 
Thavee Public Company Limited. 

• The company received the 
OUTSTANDING Sustainability 
Awards 2016 in the sustainability
category. 
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The Employment and Employees Benefits
 

The Employment

Information

Work location in 
the year 2017

Work location in 
the year 2018

Work location in 
the year 2019

KhonKaen Bangkok 
(Laksi)

All Service 

centers

KhonKaen Bangkok 
(Laksi)

All Service 

centers

KhonKaen Bangkok 
(Laksi)

All Service 

centers

Total employees
(by location) 516 41 136 574 115 100 519 43 228

New employees 94 17 40 107 80 16 105 10 53

Resigned employees 94 4 42 101 12 43 158 6 32

Contractors 51 0 0 44 0 0 55 0 0

Chief officers 10 3 0 10 5 0 10 4 0

Number of employees   
As of December 31st, 2019 (the company 
has no temporary employees) 

Number of chief 
officers 14 Persons
Male 13 Persons
Female 1 Persons

Number of managers 
43 Persons
Male 32 Persons   
Female 11 Persons

Number of general 
employees 733 Persons
ชาย 624 Persons  
หญิง 109 Persons

Contractors 55 Persons
Male 54 Persons  
Female 1 PersonsTo

ta
l e

m
pl

oy
ee

s 

Female
120 คน

Total employees  790 Persons

To
ta

l e
m

pl
oy

ee
s 

 7
90

 P
er

so
ns

Male
670 คน

Head office and Factory ( Khon Kaen) 519 persons
Khon Kaen Service centers (Tha Phra) 16 persons

Bangkok Sale  office   (Laksi) 43 persons
Service centers (Lam Luk Ka) 14 persons
Service centers (Wang Noi) 39 persons
Service centers (Bang Bua Thong) 16 persons
489 NGV Buses On Site (Services) 92 persons
Service centers (Sam Khok) 12 persons

Service centers ( Chon Buri) 29 persons

Service centers (Surat Thani) 10 persons
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Human Resource Units 2017 2018 2019

Number of employees    
(the company has no temporary employees)

Total employees Persons 693 789 790

Male Persons 582 666 670

Female Persons 111 123 120

Number of employees by age 

Age more than 50 year old Persons 65 95 101

Age between 30-50 year old Persons 394 422 473

Age less than 30 year old Persons 234 272 216

Number of chief officers Persons 13 15 14

Male Persons 11 13 13

Female Persons 2 2 1

Number of managers Persons 34 41 43

Male Persons 25 32 32

Female Persons 9 9 11

Number of general employees Persons 646 732 733

Male Persons 547 621 624

Female Persons 99 111 109

New employees 

Male Persons 129 176 150

Female Persons 22 27 18

Contractors

Male Persons 51 44 54

Female Persons 0 4 1
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Human Resource Units 2017 2018 2019

Resigned employees

Male Persons 125 141 167

Female Persons 15 15 26

New employees by age 

Age more than 50 year old Persons 11 21 9

Age between 30-50 year old Persons 69 75 71

Age less than 30 year old Persons 60 107 88

Resigned Employees

Resign voluntarily Percentage 20.17 147 24.18

Dismissal Percentage 0.29 9 0.25

Resigned Employees by age 

Age more than 50 year old Person 11 12 2

Age between 30-50 year old Person 69 77 76

Age less than 30 year old Person 60 67 115

Maternity leave 

Number of employees taken maternity leave Person 6 6 1

Number of employees who resumed to work after  taken  
maternity leave Person 6 6 1

Training Units 2017 2018 2019

Average training hour 

Executive level Hour per person 11.58 31.17 28.50

Managing level Hour per person 23.63 25.23 27.30

Lower than Managing level Hour per person 7.70 9.23 17.08
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Training Units 2017 2018 2019

Number of employees who taken the operational development test 

Male Percentage 84 89 86

Female Percentage 16 11 13

The Employment
 CHO has the policy to support considering promote the employees for new position by selecting the employees 
with knowledge and ability, proper qualify for such position. In case of inability to select the proper one, CHO will recruit 
the one from outside. The qualification of the applicant, CHO welcome all gender, nationality, religion with age over 
18year old in order to fairly and effectively select the applicants who are able to work in each position.  

Employees’ compensation and benefit

Salary Living allowance Other Allowance Residential allowance

Bonus
Social security fund and Workmen’s 
compensation fund Provident fund / Saving and Credit Cooperative

Life insurance for 
employees Uniform

Professional compensati
on and other 
compensation 
according to the 
Company regulation

Protective safety equipment

Retirement welfare for the employees who still can potentially 
work would be continually employed under work contract.Posthumous relief
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Education & Training

Training courses: MAG Welding Level 1, Vehicle Repair Level 1, 
and Vehicle Color Standard Level 1

 The Company offered opportunity for all employees to be 
trained from inside and outside organization in order to enhance 
and develop understanding of their roles and characteristics of 
work. The training was planned accordingly to the career path for 
employees. The most obviously seen benefits were the 
improvement of their work efficiency by applying the knowledge 
of work and also building royal to organization. For the individual 
benefits for each employees were their improvement of knowledge, 
skills and work development opportunity according to the monitor 
and observation found that the employees tend to focus to their 
works resulted more efficient of works.

MAG Welding Level 2 Training Course

 For an improvement of employees in having in-depth 
knowledge in thinking of principles and management technics for 
their quality duties, aiming for applying of knowledge used for 
doing basic research, and aiming for the human resource 
development, focusing on centralized training participants, as well 
as physical and mental improvement for seeking new things in the 
organization. 

2019 Education and Training’s operating results
Guidelines Methodology Results by 2019 Expenses

(in Thai Baht)

On the job Trainings

Allowing the trainee to practically act 
at real workplace under their super-
visors’ advisory.  

Using matrix skill which 
helps to measure the 
employees’ skill level 
easily. 

-

In-house Trainings

Basic training course 
Practices training course 
Supplement training course 
Qualitative management training 
course
Selecting training course 

40 courses 
844 attendants
Average training hours 
16.60 hrs./person/year 290,502
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Guidelines Methodology Results by 2019 Expenses
(in Thai Baht)

Public Trainings

Sending employees to attend the 
course organized by external insti-
tution. 

54 courses 
136 attendants 
Average training hours
9.70  hrs. /person/year 552,819 

In-House Trainings
 The company held in-house trainings for employees at any level to have them gaining their knowledge and 
improving their working skills as per the career path, combining with leadership skills for them to be able to adapt with 
their everyday jobs. 

 Training Course: Safety Officer for Leader Level       Training Course: 5S Activity Management

External Trainings
 The company gives opportunities to every employee to train in the courses that they need to improve their 
capability and gain their knowledge. Then they can develop the company’s competitiveness in the market. It leads to 
the enhancement of the organization in every aspect for more capability and efficiency of the company. In addition, the 
company will continuously gain the profits.         

     Training Course: OKRs in Action                Training Course: Infrastructure Design and Implementation
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Sustainable Value Chain

Business Partners

Product of CHO,
High-end qualities

ISO 9001

Products delivery

Reduction Working Hour and 
increase the efficiently by R2R 
Projects (Routine & Research) 

CHO’s plans to expand new service 
centers and extend over domestic 
and overseas. and the branch in 
overseas later on

ได้รับมาตรฐานระดับโลก

Labour Management 
and Establish through 
the CHO School for 
Labour Development

Product
The company is the only one in 
Thailand in manufacturing the car.  

Product features 
We designed the sugarcane truck with 
hydraulic side-dumping system, which the 
product is capable of carrying 6, 8, and 
10 tons. This is considered the agricultural 
innovation to substitute human work force 
for saving wage costs and harvesting 
duration. 

The sales proportion of 2019 was 

฿ 31.70 million. 

Product Development

Technology development 
by research and 
development continuously.SIBLOR          by 

Standard Certifications 

Product features
We designed the products requiring 
high technologies that contain precise 
engineering system in the operation, 
as well as strength and durability 
engineering, designed for being suitable 
for the climate condition of our 
customers’ countries. 

The sales proportion of 2019 was 

฿ 312.97 million

Manufactured following by the IATA standard: International Air 
Transport Association, ISO 9001, EASA: European Aviation Safety 
Agency and ICAO: International Civil Aviation Authority       

Production 
The company is the only one in 
Thailand in manufacturing the food 
transporting car for airplanes. 

Special products 
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We designed the products requiring 
high technologies that contain precise 
engineering system in the operation, 
as well as strength and durability 
engineering, designed for being suitable 
for the climate condition of our 
customers’ countries. 

The sales proportion of 2019 was 

฿ 312.97 million

Manufactured following by the IATA standard: International Air 
Transport Association, ISO 9001, EASA: European Aviation Safety 
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Production 
The company is the only one in 
Thailand in manufacturing the food 
transporting car for airplanes. 

Special products 

Product features
-  The bus can be tracked its location as 
the running route table by GPS (Global 
Positioning System) equipped in every 
buses.
-  Every bus stop is attached with LED 
(Light Emitting Diode) showing real time 
of running buses, and the passengers can 
view this real time through the KK Transit 
application. 
- The passengers are able to use free Wifi 
in the buses. 
- The bus was designed to be the low-floor 
bus, which its design is modern. 
-  The bus is air conditioned. 
-  RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is 
employed to assess the statistics of 
passengers, which can provide information 
of the passengers’ needs.
- Reducing energy use by using NGV 
(Natural Gas Vehicles)

Project Management

Project management 
One Stop Service “Sib Lor 24-hour by CHO”
has been established to provide fully 
maintenance services.

Administration  
Within 2020-2021, there is a plan to open 
new 7 centers.

Services department

KK transit application
CHO is responsible for transportation service in Khon Kaen University 
area (KKU Smart Transit)

One Stop Service

One service center has been opened in Chonburi. 

SIBLOR          by 

RFID
STAMP CARD

GPS free wifi CCTV Bus stop NGV Moblie
application

The sales proportion of 2019 was 

฿ 35.98 million. 

The proportion of the year 2019’s 
earnings was 

฿ 10.98 million. 
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employed to assess the statistics of 
passengers, which can provide information 
of the passengers’ needs.
- Reducing energy use by using NGV 
(Natural Gas Vehicles)

Project Management

Project management 
One Stop Service “Sib Lor 24-hour by CHO”
has been established to provide fully 
maintenance services.

Administration  
Within 2020-2021, there is a plan to open 
new 7 centers.

Services department

KK transit application
CHO is responsible for transportation service in Khon Kaen University 
area (KKU Smart Transit)

One Stop Service

One service center has been opened in Chonburi. 

SIBLOR          by 

RFID
STAMP CARD

GPS free wifi CCTV Bus stop NGV Moblie
application

The sales proportion of 2019 was 

฿ 35.98 million. 

The proportion of the year 2019’s 
earnings was 

฿ 10.98 million. 
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Supply Chain Management

Business Partners
  CHO has its policy to select business partners, both in domestic and oversea with the potentiality, globalized 
management, high standards, as well as they should have the production technology that was continually developed 
who located. The company’s business partners are both the manufacturers and distributors. 
 Domestic Vendors : The company has purchased materials and equipment’s from domestic partners for the 
products that can be purchased within the country such as truck’s head, chassis, metal, aluminum, wire, painting and 
supplies. The company has checked the raw material price from 3-5 vendors that have passed the basic criteria of the 
supplier for the company in each order of each type of material, such as branding of the product  (in case that required 
by customers), the quality of material, the quantity of the products. The price has been quoted and compared to the 
terms and conditions such as branding, quality, pricing, discounts, and delivery time, prior to the decision making  and 
agree to the procurement.
  The company will do the evaluation of the vendors in each 6 months of evaluating from the monthly-recorded 
delivery. The company sets its procurement policy in selecting new vendor into the vendor list in each month with 2 
vendors for every group of material.
 OVERSEA vendors : The company purchases the special material from the Oversea vendors and sets its policy 
in purchasing directly from the manufacturer or the distributor of each type of material, except for some materials that 
already have business cooperation agreements with Oversea partners, which has agreed on quality, price and delivery 
time clearly, with cooperation to conduct business efficiently.

CHO

Checked the raw 
material price from 

3-5 vendors

The evaluation of 
the vendors in each 
6 months

Sets its procurement policy 
in selecting vendor

Quotations to compare prices

VS
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Procurement 
  According to the international procurement standards, For the highest qualities, the Company has set procurement 
procedures, not allow any piracy goods as parts of the CHO products. The Company also supports the local economy’s 
prospects of CHO’s customer, for example, purchasing a truck head unit from clients’ country. Therefore, the company 
used the ERP system which is the SAP by design on cloud that helps to run the higher efficiency inventory and database 
system. Then, the company’s procurement systems can improve to the better efficiency.

According to
the 
international 
procurement 
standards

Not allow any 
piracy goods

Used the ERP system which is the SAP 
by design on cloud that helps to run the 
higher efficiency inventory

Designing
 The company has designed products with consideration for their environmental impact by allowing design 
staff to join many design training sessions as well as making a Carbon Footprint measurement that saves energy by 
producing manufacturing lightweight cargo containers which use durable materials that meet international standards. 
Moreover, the company has designed BIG BAO, the product that is environmentally friendly. The weight of the container 
that is lighter than 3 tons makes it more capable of carrying while reduce the problems about round of transportation 
and truck tractors. This product is also save energy and it insulation made of PU or polyurethane which can keep the 
coolness of the room better than other insulation. The cold gel were used, cooling system can be reduced up to 30% 
both size and power. In the case of the cooling system out of controlled, temperature inside the container room still 
continuously under zero of Celsius-48 hours slowly warming up to room temperature, longer. The specification of new 
model container is very good to used as backing up storage for any fresh items. This product won the 3rd  award of the 
top 10, the best of National Innovation Contest-2010. 

This product is also 
save energy.
The coolness of the 
room better than 
other insulation.

Designed products with 
consideration for their 
environmental impact

Designed BIG BAO
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Products and Services
 The Catering Truck, product of CHO, use for many airlines catering business. The fantastic designed concordance 
with many standards, i.e., the standard of the International Air Transport Association-IATA, the standard of International 
Civil Aviation Authority - ICAO, ISO 9001 and manufacture declaration-CE. Refer to those certifications mean that the CHO’s 
products are safety to use for air transportation, secured, friendly to environment. The CE, the EU standard, regards to 
EU laws and regulations for health, safety and environmental protection. 

Designed concordance with many standards, i.e., the standard of IATA and ICAO

Products delivery
 The company has a clear procedure to deliver products in the country and exporting abroad.  In addition, the 
company has regulations in delivering products to meet international standards with regard to customer satisfaction, 
on-time delivery under a safe delivery system as well as give priority to the quality of the product.

Regulations in delivering
products 

To meet international 
standards

Regard to customer 
satisfaction
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After-sales service
 CHO has after sales services management which 
categorized by domestic customers and oversea customers after 
sales services. The purposing is to be easily to manage the services 
to ensure its customers’ confidence in its products and satisfy its 
customers to gain their loyalty to the brand which is an ongoing 
management.  The company has planned to visit customers 
once a month as well as provided the services record report to 
its customers every time they had the service in the long-term. In 
addition, CHO has provided the After Sales Services for customers 
to call in case of an inquiry after sales 24 hours by telephone 
094-287-994. In regarding to the year 2019, the After Sales service 
served up to more than 40 customers.
 In the year 2019, there were 40 users of after sales service. 
Moreover, from the past 3 years, it is founded the number of 
after sales service usage has decreased steadily. This is due to the 
repair service of after sales service is the service for a group of 
customers who are in the warranty period. In addition, the work in 
the product warranty group has decreased and they were out of 
warranty. The work that the customer has been out of warranty, 
the company has assigned the repair service sale department to 
make long-term contracts for maintenance (PM) continuously. 

AFTER SALES SERVICE

HOTLINE 
094 - 287 - 9994
Hotline 24 Hr.

2017 2018 2019

200

60

40

Number of After Sales Service 
usage over 3 years

2017

200 units

2018

50 units

2019

40 units
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Customer Satisfaction Survey
 The company has given priority to build the satisfaction to develop the quality of its products and services. 
Therefore, the company has regularly summarized the satisfaction survey on a quarterly basis and summarized the 
overview at the end of the year. The following were the survey results of the year 2019; 

Satisfaction Survey Subjects List

Products

Product Quality

Performance

Price

Delivery Time

Services

Quickly Response

Have knowledge of the Products

After sales Service

Customer Satisfaction Survey 
(January - December 2019) 

90.98% 95.78% 93.38%

Products Service and customer 
relationship

The average of 
2 aspects

Objective
95%

The percentage of customers’ satisfaction,  
2018-2019 

90.98% 95.78% 93.38%

2016 2017 2018 2019 

93.33%

0%

100%

82.92%
82.50%

79.41%

84.27%82.63%
86.88%

93.38 %
Service and customer relationship
The average of 2 aspects
Products90.98 %

85.96%
86.68%

95.78 %เปา้หมาย 95%Goal 95%
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1. Standard Products
  CHO’s standard products are the products which will be 
produced according to the company’s standard. They are suitable 
for the regular commercialized task of products without any special 
engineering system or technology on them. The products will be 
designed according to the requirement of customers in order to 
fit the tasks and giving the best value for customers. The products 
commercial trucks or others objectives trucks such as transport 
trucks, Trailers and semi-trailers, light-weight fiberglass body trucks, 
and seminar container room trucks and CHO Binder etc.
   

Products and Services
 Manufacture with the company’ design to fit every usage for private sector and public sector, to serve both 
domestics and overseas customers. The products were categorized into 3 groups.

2. Special Products 
 These products are needed to have a special design to 
include the complicated technology and precision engineering 
systems. They are made for the commercial use in the industrial, 
aviation logistics and others such as trucks, trailers, semi-trailers, 
catering trucks, Ambulance trucks in airport, Fire trucks in airport, 
Maintenance platform, bridge checking Trucks, and other special 
purposes tailor-made from customers’ requirement. The company’s 
team can design whichever trucks or cars to suit the need of clients. 
In addition, the company can develop a specialized product for 
the right job such as armored vehicles etc. 
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3. Project Management and Services

 3.1 Project Management 
 Management projects Preferred expertise of the group below

Project Management for the Thai Navy’s Offshore 
Patrol Vessel project (OPV).  
 This is the first and biggest building vessel project in Thailand. The 
project adopted the vessel’s model and manufacturing technology from BAE 
systems (United Kingdom) The Project management included both operation 
and financial management of the project. The project was completed in the 
year 2015. the Company got some project management for the second vessel 
in the year 2017,and the construction of some parts of the ship to be delivered 
for assembly expected to do the project management. 

Project Management for the repair and maintenance 
truck project for Tesco-Lotus and Linfox. 
 This project is mainly focused on preventive maintenance (PM) for 
cars located in the distribution centers of Tesco-Lotus. Nowadays, there are 6 
maintenance service centers in the distribution centers. In addition, there are 3 
maintenance service centers located outside of the distribution centers as well 
as a maintenance service center located in Vietnam. 

Project Management for local transportation within 
Khon Kaen University or KKU Smart Transit
 KKU smart transit is a local transportation within Khon Kaen university 
area. The project uses smart transit system through electronic devices, IT 
systems, and application. Recently, it is a role model for Smart Transit projects 
to many other organizations in terms of the Smart Transportation operation 
system. 
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3.2 Services Center

 Truck’s Body Maintenance Service Center

 There 3 truck’s body maintenance service center located in Khon 
Kaen, Wang Noi, and Pattaya. The centers are for repairing and Service 
additional as maintenance service centers for the project management 
service of Tesco-Lotus’s trucks as well as for the other customers.  

   

 One Stop Service Centers 

  CHO has a project to invest in One Stop services centers under the name of  
“SIB LOR 24 hours by CHO”. The company has opened the first branch in Chonburi 
province, there are 2 more branches at Surat Thani and nearby Suvarnabhumi, 
Bangkok. The branches are under construction, and it’s expected to be operated in 
2020. There are 5 more branches to be opened in 2020-2022 throughout Thailand. 
The investment for the branches are approximately 350 million baht. The service 
centers will provide services in repairing and maintenance for the engines, Body, 
electrical systems, fully systems. The services at the service centers are initiated 
from the company’s original services center which opened for business since 2011 
and the operating incomes have been satisfying. In addition, the survey of the 
domestic logistics businesses in Thailand found that this type of service center is 
in demand. The company plans to expand its services to the vehicle registration 
service, renew license, plate service, ready-to-purchase vehicle insurance service, 
and accessories parts for sales and services. The services will be provided by the 
professional engineers and modern technology as well as the services will be 
recorded into a profile which every of the company’s service centers can access 
to each vehicle records.  

 NGV buses purchase project for BMTA which included repairing and 
maintenance services

 SCN-CHO collaboration group, which has established by Scan Inter 
Public Company Limited and Cho Thavee Public Company Limited, has 
signed the contract and was purchase repairing and maintenance 489 
NGV buses for Bangkok Mass Transit Authority (BMTA). The agreement 
was signed on December 27th, 2017. The project cost (included Vat) is 
4,261 million baht which separated to be the buses cost (included Vat) 
is 1,891 million baht 
 On March 12, 2019, the vehicle contractual delivery had been done 
in the total amount of 489 units. On April 11, 2019, the vehicle payment 

had been received by the company. The 10-year maintenance service contract was only remain.
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Sale Proportion of the Products Group

Standard products 13.18%      

Special products
64.57%

Project Management  and Services 22.25%

Special products
64.57%

13.18%
Standard products

Project Management
and Services
22.25%

Sales Proportion by Country 

3.78%

2.51%

Thailand
89.34% 

Japan

Vietnam 
Catering Truck ,  Rescue Truck  

Truck  and Fire Fighting Truck

NGV Bus, Catering Truck ,  
CHO Binder , and Semi Trailer

2.41%Hong Kong
Catering Truck Other Countries  

Catering Truck 
1.96%
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Societal-concern product

1. NGV buses (LOW Floor)           
  The company has supported NGV, low floor bus for providing pick-up 
and drop-off service for Paralympic basketball athletes in the Asian wheelchair 
basketball championship on 27 November to 8 December, 2019. 
  The special quality of the low-floor bus was designed to suite every 
group of passengers for them to use the transport easily, such as individuals 
with disabilities and the elderly, etc., concentrating on convenience and safety.

2. TRUE BUFC MOBILE SHOP 
(Biggest mobility shop of football club in Thailand)
  On January 27, 2019, CHO designed, produced and delivered Special 
Mobile Semi Trailer to True Bangkok United Football Club to be used as Mobile 
Shop facilitate event. 

3. Mobility car for coin exchange service 
  The Treasury Department started using mobility cars for coin exchange 
service produced by CHO on 15 January, 2019 to help in circulating  coins as 
well as reducing cost and the volumes of coin production.
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Economic Operations
 CHO and its subsidiaries’ performance of the year 2019 
had the revenues from working contracts, sales, and services which 
increased from the year 2018. The result came from the development 
of products and services combining technologies with the company’s 
products, and concerning the environmental impacts, in order to 
respond the needs of logistics business and public transportation (in 
both domestic  and overseas). In the past 3 years, the company’s 
product characteristics has been adjusted from commercial vehicle 
manufacturer to be applying technologies into products and related 
technologies in the form of the Platform Business Model such as, 
security system, tracking system, and fares collecting system. The 
products could reduce air pollutions, such as, the production and 
manufacturing of NGV buses with fewer air pollutants. This model has 
helped the company gain more income. Furthermore, the company 
has started to use a new software of  SAP by Design which works on 
the “Cloud” or “Cloud Datacenter”. It has an efficiency to expand 
the business to other areas without limitation and to analyze the data 
quickly. In the same manner, the company has invested in Creative 
Innovation and Research and Development (R&D) that focusing on 
the strategic, human resources development, creating an enterprise 
culture in terms of the professional engineering applied with the 
creation of products, services, and innovations. This will serve the 
demand of our customers in applying technology 4.0 to create the 
Society 5.0 and increase the life quality for the community. 

Savings and Credit Cooperatives 
 Cho Thavee KhonKaen Employee Saving Cooperative Limited 
was registered under the Cooperative Act B.E. 2542 (1999) on May 
14, 2004 for the purpose of encouraging the habit of saving, helping 
each other among members and providing loan services to members 
according to the rules and regulations of cooperative’s law. The 
Cooperative received the monthly shares deposit for cooperative 
funds, equal to the cooperative member’s shares, from Cho Thavee 
Public Company Limited and the member from other company. A 
member, who held shares for more than 5 years, will be ended as a 
member of the cooperatives when he/she resigns from the company. 
And, he/she will receive the accumulated shares by the Company. As 
of December 2019, the Cooperative’s total member was 670 persons 
with total grant funds were 3,530,970 Baht. The total grant funds have 
been increasing every year as shown in the following table.   

Year Grant-in-add Total member

2019 3,530,970 Baht 670

2018 2,925,980 Baht 794

2017 2,472,950 Baht 693

Tax strategy and policy

 Tax strategy
 The company commits to follow the 
policies and good corporate governance code. It 
operates businesses with accuracy, transparency 
and is aware on duties and responsibilities in regards 
of tax implementation. This is to build trust with 
stakeholders and local communities where the 
company operates the business by establishing the 
policy on tax management rule in all related aspects 
and continue developing knowledge and skills of staff 
in charge for tax continuously.
 The Managements will report the risk 
management progression to the corporate governance 
committee who will consider and give suggestion to 
improve and support new changes regularly. This is to 
allow the company to be able to control and mitigate 
the potential risk to the acceptable level.

 Tax policy
 1. Code of conduct about tax 
 The company aims to be and organization 
that is growing with value and responsible for tax 
outstandingly and sustainably includes committing 
to be an organization which is accountable on tax in 
order to create added values for communities where 
operating business, society and environment.
 2. Tax risk management   
  The company follows the laws and regulations 
as well as committing of tax risk management which 
includes the results of tax from changing in tax policy 
or government tax management guidelines; local 
requirement; supporting policies and processes which 
related to the tax management in writing and  assessing 
the risk on all activities in related to tax thoroughly. It 
is covered the risk of directing compliance with laws, 
operation risk, and risk of financial reporting of the 
external auditors.
 3. Tax transparency 
  The company has tax reporting for government 
transparently and in line of the requirements of 
disclosure of all tax related activities. Additionally, 
It is promoting other companies to disclose their 
information of tax strategies to public and report the 
operations that support overall national economic 
development. As the company is willing to be the 
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good civil organization of the society by building the 
excellency of tax supervision, tax responsibility and tax 
transparency in order to build trust from the society 
and the stakeholders.

 Efficient raw material 
procurement
 A production model of the company is, made 
to order, producing based on the order of customers. 
The raw material procurement management is allied 
with the order of customers to manage inventory 
efficiently. The company pays attention to the partners 
on planning for a quality of raw material procurements 
and from diverse channels. The reserve raw materials 
are available for emergency case to ensure the 
continuity of production. Additionally, there are 
other areas as: management system, short and long 
term plans of raw material delivery, factory’s machine 
maintenance plan, operational outcome and a review 
and check-up the equipment, tools, and measuring 
instruments for operation.
 The company has safety and environment 
plans as well as pay attention to assist the surrounding 
local communities of located areas of the factory, 
office and service centers of the company. Exchanging 
opinion, educating, developing and training are 
promoting and supporting frequently in order to 
apply them to improve supply-chain process of the 
company. This is also to allow the partners to share 
ideas of the good practices of supply chain and build 
relationships with partners which aim to develop 
activities in of supply-chain management whole system 
constantly.

Society and Environment 
operation 
Society :
 The company is aware of an important of local 
and social development by promoting sport activities 
as the organizer of the youth football tournament 
for the age of 12 and 14 years consecutive years 
for the 5th year. This aims to educate the youths 
to understand the universal rules and games of the 
competition for professional football which facilitate 
the youth to practice football while they have free 
time and able to develop to the professional level in 

the future. It is help to significantly decrease the social problems 
of the youths in the communities and society. Likewise, it is a 
network for partners who support the sport events, parents of 
the youths and other organisations which support the events to 
exchange the ideas, knowledge and collaborate to develop the 
society. In addition, collaborating to taking care the environment and 
society which promote added values of supply-chain and benefit 
to all stakeholders which is accordance with plan to develop the 
relationships with partners and communities. 

Environment :
 The company conducted the training to introduce the 
organization internally as well as the partners. Delivering the 
information and knowledge which is covered the product design 
with concerns of: the usage of environmental friendly material, a 
decrease carbon and waste to the environment. Other areas that the 
training covered were: human and labor rights, safety, occupational 
health, environment, code of conduct and compliance of laws, 
communication of supplier code of conduct, and Environment, 
Social, Governance (ESG) risk assessment. These are to ensure that 
the partner development is allied with the sustainable development 
which is required relevant departments report, assess the impact, 
develop methods efficiently, continuously, sharing regularly in the 
monthly meeting of the board of directors.
In 2018-2019, the company produced and assembled 489 NGV 
buses, and all delivered on March 12, 2562. to Bangkok Mass Transit 
Authority (BMTA), as per the contract of purchasing 489 buses. 
The BMTA has launce the buses to serve the people in Bangkok 
Metropolitan Region. Properties of natural gas for vehicles (NGV) will 
be environmentally friendly as NGV has less proportion of the carbon 
than other fuels. Furthermore, it is a gas to facilitate the complete 
combustion more than other fuels, as the result, the carbon is 
produced from NGV engine less than other fuels engines. Therefore, 
NGV is considered as a clean fuel which does not cause the dirty 
smoke of toxic substances that is harmful to public health. It is also 
reduce the air pollution problems which is a rising its severity. As 
the NGV engine releases less toxic and does not create the dust or 
dirt soot from exhaust pipe (carbon-monoxide and nytrogenoxide 
cause greenhouse effect).

Reduce carbon-monoxide by     50-80

Reduce nytrogenoxide by    60-90 

Reduce hydrogenoxide by    60-80 
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Risk Management of Organization
 CHO Thavee Public Company Limited has realized the importance of implementing the risk management. It is an 
important part of the good corporate governance and advocating the business to achieve the goals. The risk management 
helps businesses foresee the obstacles and risks that can happen in the future. Then, a company can prepare a plan 
or change its strategy in doing business whether for approaching or defending by the time the risk happens. The well-
prepared plan and strategy will reduce the impacts which can occur to an acceptable level. This is one of the parts to 
create the confidence in the business from investors, shareholders, and stakeholders. Furthermore, the risk management 
is part of the support to grow a business sustainably. So, the company has stressed to implement the internal control 
policy and the risk management policy by Audit committee to auditing and evaluating the internal control systems. The 
procedure will assure that the company has the proper internal control in place for its business practices. The firm has 
applied the international internal control’s operating framework of COSO to develop the plan with the Enterprise Risk 
Management (ERM) framework. It works as a tool for the management team to develop the control systems and manage 
the risk concisely. 
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 CHO has the committee of Corporate Governance, Risk Management, Nomination and Compensation by appointing 
the committee in the year 2014 with clearly authorization and responsibility, for the purpose of managing the risk with 
systematic effectiveness. The company has the dimensional control in many aspects corresponded to COSO such as 
the strategic risk, the operational risk, the financial risk, the compliance risk, the business risk, the reputation risk and the 
environmental impact. In addition, the company’s subordinate line has contained the incurring risk in the regulation of 
ISO 9001 systems for the decreasing of the violent, including the monitor of reporting the risk to CHO’s Board of Directors 
in each quarter.  

The element 
of  ERM

(COSO ENTERPRISE 
RISK MANAGEMENT)

1. Internal Environtment

2. Objective Setting

3. Event Indentification

4. Risk Assessment

5. Risk Response

6. Control Activities

7. Information & Communication

8. Monitoring

1. The organization’s environment is the basis element of the other elements of risk management because it 
concerns 2 things; people and systems. 

2. The objective setting shall be written clearly and concordance to the strategic goals and the risk tolerance. 
3. The event identification which has happened in the past and the forecasts for the future. 
4. The risk assessment is the process after the organization has identified the risk which consists of 2 dimensions 

that are the likelihood of the risk and the impact from the risk. 
5. The risk response is for reducing the likelihood and the impact of the risk by the 4 risk responding practices as 

following:-
�	 Risk Acceptance
�	 Risk Reduction / Risk Control
�	 Risk Avoidance
�	 Risk Sharing / Risk Transfer

6. The control activities are policy and procedure assuring its businesses will operate in accordance with the business 
strategy to the management. This activities can prevent and help to foresee the risks in doing the business which 
can affect the corporate objectives. 

7. Information and communication are tools which the management will use to communicate the policy, supervise, 
and monitor the operation.

8. To provide a robust and effective risk management mechanism, the company has managed to install the regularly 
monitoring systems. It is a cycle which every unit needs to be informed and be evaluated by the setting routines, 
for example; monthly, quarterly, or every end of the fiscal year.
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Risk Culture Building
 The company focused to promote the risk culture in all levels of the organization (Enterprise-wide Risk Management) 
by creating the guideline of risk culture which consisted of:
1. Risk monitoring
2. Risk management structure
3. Risk management
4. Risk communication
5. Dissemination of knowledge in risk management  

The Main Risk Management Elements
 The company designed the risk management in all dimensions as economic, social and environmental dimensions. In 
2019 the company implemented the actions according to risk management plan which will be reported in the next section. 

 1.  Economic Risk

 1.1 The risk from changes in the world political situations 
  In 2019, there were the political situations both within and outside the country; there were many factors 
that the company had to follow up: 

�	 The possible risks from new government, especially from their policy of finance, trading, and economy, were 
trading agreement, the consideration in reducing the relationship between Thailand and China, including 
the tax rate, changes in regulations. 

�	 The possible risks from political situations in Europe and the national elections in many countries were the 
change in trading tax rate, the fluctuation in currency exchange rate, and the inflation. 

�	 The possible risk from the political situation in Hong Kong was a delay in investment from the customer 
group of Hong Kong airport. 

  The company has worked on and followed up the situation and status of the mentioned political risks 
continually, especially the policy in the financial tools, government tax including the monitor in the changes in trading 
regulations and international tax. There were reviewing and adjusting the business operational strategies to be in line of 
the changes of business environment.   

 1.2 Risk from exchange rate fluctuations 
  In 2019, the company faced constantly with the risk of exchange currency rate owing to Baht appreciation. 
The company proposed prices to our foreign customers mostly in U.S. dollar by estimating the risk at 3-5% from the 
whole cost and set the risk management policy for the currency exchange rate by evaluating the situations to prevent 
the risk of currency exchange rate. Also, we followed closely the movement of foreign currency affecting Baht, including 
producing sale and purchase contract for foreign currency trading 100% during Baht appreciation (more details of annual 
report of the year 2019 in page 122 - 127)
  The fluctuations of Thai baht with other currencies impacted to the business operations of import 
and export of CHO public company limited. As the company ordered metal products which needed to order some 
components from overseas producers and the payments were done in US dollars, while CHO public company limited 
have high ratio of selling product in Thailand and most of revenue were in Thai baht. Therefore, the company has set 
up the policy to reduce the risk of exchange rate fluctuation by assembling a currency forward contract for an trade 
transactions to suit to dept burden which contract are around 1-6 months and monitor the exchange rate movement 
closely as well.
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   2.  Environmental Risk

 The risk from stopping business operations regarding to flood 
 From the fire situation occurring in the garbage collection area located behind the company’s head office, 
Khonkaen, on 6 March, 2019, the cause of this fire came from used paint buckets placing around the garbage area being 
prepared to send to hired garbage collection company to dispose. The spark caused by the heat from the air led to the 
fire in this area by not expanding to other important zones. The firemen could extinguish the fire in 45 minutes. For this 
fire, it did not affect the factory, instruments, tools, staff, and surrounding communities, which the company still worked 
normally. The company is aware of this situation mentioned above; therefore, we have created firefighting drill training 
so that our employees have an understanding of basic fire causes in risk areas surrounded the factory, basic firefighting 
equipment use, and cooperation with related authorities. Following firefighting training drill in every step could control 
the fire in restrictive area and not cause the damage to the company’s premises.  

�	 In the short term, it is a focus on washing off painting in contaminated containers before being disposed, 
separating contaminated chemicals, and setting water pump for injecting water to reduce the temperature 
in contaminated container area. 

�	 In the long term, the roof structure is created in waste separation area waiting to be disposed; fire prevention 
and extinguishing is set, and the chemical contaminated waste elimination company is contacted for carrying 
the waste out from the factory, CCTV is equipped in the back area of the factory, and the document of 
garbage collection procedure is created, which makes the risk of the present concern be controlled and 
accepted. 

 Another environmental risk recently impacting Thailand is particulate matter or PM 2.5 that affects respiratory 
system. According to air quality assessment in Khonkaen on 17 January, 2020 by Pollution Control Department, the 
air quality index or AQI was measured at 159 microgram per cubic meter, which this rate can affect health. This is a 
continually increasing rate, so local government of Khonkaen has prepared prevention plan. Also, the company has 
the head quarter in Khokaen province but located in suburban area of Khonkaen, which its location and surrounded 
communities have been affected only slightly. For the result of dust measurement, 2019, it showed the intensity level 
of Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) and PM-10 were in the set standard.  

 3.  Social risk

 The risk of occupational health, environmental and social safety 
 The company aware of production process which may be risk to the occupational health and environmental 
safety. This may impact to the safety, environment, and quality of life of staff and also the neighboring communities of 
the factories. Therefore, the risk management plan of occupational health and environmental safety are set to protection 
measure to reduce the negative impact and its likelihood. 

�	 Every involved department was trained in 2019 for being prepared to request for environmental management 
systems- ISO 14001: 2015 and request for certify by the end of 2021.

�	 Declare the policy of Safety & Operation Excellent to achieve the organizational goal - zero accident from 
occupation, and to set the operational action plan 

�	 Train on operational manual and occupational health and environmental safety course at 100%
�	 Produce occupational health and environmental safety manual to guide and monitor the operations
�	 In 2019, every department and sector arranged the training program for emergency plan, work plan trial, 

alarm system instrument.   
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Business Continuity Management 
 The company has various business operation areas in each unit business. There are many truck garages in country 
have been threaded from liquidity, discontinuance from liquidity which invested in megaproject and no income have 
been returned to the company yet. There might be the risks that could not be forecasted such as the threat from natural 
disasters, the changes after election, terrorism, and sabotage, etc. It might cause a dramatic damage. The company, 
therefore, revised the annual strategy attended by both central and chain executives as well as affiliated companies, 
which this revision is arranged annually in 3rd and 4th quarter. Thus, the company conducts the training for managers 
on strategic development every year in the fourth quarterly. This aims to promote all managers and team leaders to 
have knowledge and understand on the referred topic. Additionally, the company had bought the insurance to cover 
all main assets for business operations as well. 

 4. Emerging risk
 The company has analyzed possible emerging risks to plan for service product design and response to those 
risks effectively as well as to control the impact to the company in the future. According to the strategic development of 
management teams identified that the possible emerging risks are the change of a demography and behavioral changes 
of consumers, including the stability and safety of cyber security system.

 4.1 Demographic and Behavioral Consumers Changes
 From the project of creating society for the elderly and middle-aged, the number of these groups has increased 
consistently, which makes them unable to access to convenience from public transportation. This could cause the risk 
to the company in terms of the ability in business competition, so the company has developed products and services 
to access these groups easily, including the development in public transportation, facilities for customers. Hence, the 
elderly are the important factor for our business administration; if the customers did not experience convenience, this 
could affect our business growth as set in the strategy plan. 
 The prevention and mitigation of these risks of company and sub-companies:
1. The company worked with other companies who possess modern technology and 

produced facilities based on the facility designs for everyone (Universal Design) 
enough and appropriate for public transportation and vehicles used in airports 
to meet every group of users. 

2. The company arranged consistently training program for employees for developing 
design quality, services for customers, and the group who need special needs. 

3. The company focused on quality repair service for every chain for increasing 
convenience and decreasing the awaiting time for the coming customers. 

  
 4.2 The security of information technology system
 At the present, digital role in the company execution has increased especially the information of finance, 
accounting, product design, which are considered confidential. Therefore, we had to set the rules for preventing information 
leak from hackers, which could affect the ability in business competition. Research has been applied and continued. 
The halt in the system is considered the risk to our reputation and company’s business.
 The company and sub-companies arranged risk reduction measure by these followings:

�	 Determining and creating the manual for the execution of stability in information technology and 
communication

�	 The report of organization risk for information technology department, setting the topic of information 
safety assessment, which is a part of the assessment topics and regularly following up work outcomes for 
recent time.

�	 Publishing knowledge and establishing the awareness for safety and stability of information technology 
system to the broad and every employee in both head company and chains.  
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Corporate Governance
 CHO’s business abides on good codes of conducts, transparency, emphasizing on system control, auditing and 
risk management with ethical and moral on business operation and equally treatment to all stakeholders, also concerning 
on humans resources development for a better quality of life. 

Administration and Management Structure    
 CHO clearly determine the administration and management structure comprising of the Audit committee, the 
Corporate Governance, Risk Management, Nomination and Compensation committee, Executive committee including the 
Internal auditor to be directly under the Audit committee in order to conduct on a sustainable organization and human 
resources development as per CHO 2023’s strategic plan. On July 28, 2014, CHO considered appointing the manager and 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) committee. Which has the President and Chief Executive Officer act as the center 
of sustainable business movement as follows.
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Board Responsibilities
 The Company’s Board of Directors comprising of those who are professional with the knowledge, the competency, 
and the experiences from various professions benefited to the Board of Directors, and to the independence in making 
decision for the ultimate advantages to the Company and the shareholders. The Board of Directors takes part in defining 
and/or agreeing on the company’ s vision, missions, strategies, business plans, and budget. The Board of Directors also 
governs the managements in performing as to the business plans and budget with the efficiency and the effectiveness 
to the corporation, and the ultimate wealth to the shareholders. The Board of Directors also governs for the evaluation 
to the suitable of internal controlling, internal auditing, risk management, financial reporting, and the monitor of the 
performance regularly.
 There are 7 directors in the Company’s Board of Directors, which comprising of 2 directors from the Company’s 
executive Management and 5 directors which are not from the executive managements. Three directors are the 
independent directors, which are over than 1/3 of total directors. In addition, the company has appointed three 
independent directors as the audit committee with the term of 3 years. The Company has determined precisely the 
scope and authority of the audit committee in the charter of the audit committee.

Audit committee
 Audit committee is in charge of revision to ensure that the company has accurate financial reports, ensure that 
the company has an appropriate and effective internal control and internal audit system, and prepare the corporate 
governance report of the Audit Committee. Moreover, consider information or clues about fraud or any significant irregular 
events or problems reported by individuals within the organization and outside. Finally, perform duties according to the 
responsibilities assigned by the Board of Directors and the Charter.  

Corporate Governance Committee, Risk management, recruitment and compensation
 Committee responsible for the Corporate Governance Policy and the Code of Business Ethics of the Group 
suggestion to the Board of Directors. Committee must verify good corporate governance policy and propose risk 
management policies and frameworks to the Board of Directors for approval. Take control nomination of directors and 
sub-committee by considering the appropriateness of the number, structure and composition of the board. Establish 
criteria and policies for determining remuneration for the Board of Directors and sub-committees, perform duties according 
to the responsibilities assigned by the Board of Directors and the Charter. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) committee 
 An importance of sustainable organization’s strategy is to focus on a learning process of human resources 
development of employees in each level, aiming to Learning Organization.  CSR Committee Structure therefore connects 
and can be transferred the strategic plan from Directors to Committees and directly to President and Chief Executive 
Officer. However, CSR sustainable organization’s pattern concentrates on individual’s cooperation instead of each of 
parties’ responsibility separately.

CSR Committee Operation 
�	 To plan annually and fix budget for approval
�	 To operate as plan and review its results accordingly
�	 To report CSR operating results to The Executive Committee’ meeting monthly
�	 President and Chief Executive Officer is a Chairman of consultant by position
�	 To report by the Executive Committee’ secretary, the CSR operation results to the Board of Directors’ 

Meeting in the agenda of acknowledging of the Executive Committee’ Meeting report.
�	 To do a public relation on CSR activity, operating results and related parties via CHO’s website, www.cho.

co.th and on www.Facebook.com by searching the names CHO Thavee Csr, CHO CSR Happy workplace , 
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CHO CSR Environment , CHO CSR Special Activities 
– SPA, CHO CSR Social community and activity 
and CHO News.

Term of Officer
�	 CSR committee who is from CHO’s Board Directors 

can occupy for 2 years and in order to let CSR 
continually operate, CSR committees who retiring 
by rotation may be re-elected back to the term 
of office again.

CSR Committee Responsibilities
1. To determine CSR activity’s policy, plan, budget and 

code of conduct 
2. To consider selecting CSR Activities Committee for each 

activity and propose the appointment to the President 
and Chief Executive Officer

3. To determine CSR strategy and policy for each party
4. To control and follow up CSR’s operating  results from 

each party
5. To review and sign on related document of CSR
6. To determine CSR rules and regulations
7. To review CSR results and arrange the criteria of CSR 

global standards

CSR committee History
 CHO’s policy of CSR activity is to let everyone in 
every department cooperate accordingly, by proposing the 
representative from each of department to be CSR committees 

�	 To Consider appointing by the President and Chief 
Executive Officer

�	 CSR committee comprising of Social and 
Community Activity (SCA), Environment, Special 
Activity (SPA) and Happy Workplace, are voluntary 
and nominated, both from management parties 
and other parties within the organization in 
order to focus on stakeholders impacts from 
organization 

 All employees in each level from each department 
will be participated in all activities. Each employee also will 
be listed in each activity according to the assignment from 
the head of each party this will be resulted a learning process 
development. In every learning process will focus on helping 
and paying respect and good attitude to each other, not aiming 
for competition neither award nor compensation.

The Assessment of the Good 
Corporate Governance 
 CHO was inspected the Corporate 
Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies (CGR) 
which organized by Thai Institute of Directors (IOD).
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The Assessment in Organizing the 
General Shareholders’ Meetings
 CHO was assessed in organizing the 
company’s general shareholders’ meetings by the 
AGM checklist project for the year 2019  which held 
by Thai Investors Association. The results of the 
assessment for the year 2017-2019 are as following.
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Code of Business Conduct
 CHO has set up the principles of ethics and code of business in 2013 and improved for revised edition in 2016 
in order to conduct CHO’s business abiding on good codes of conducts, transparency, fairness, accountability, also fairly 
treats to labor. Internal Audit department conduct auditing on risk in each party according to rules and regulations by 
the Audit committees’ approval and the results will be reported quarterly to the Board of Directors. Moreover, in order 
to be as a guideline and Good Corporate Governance, CHO determined the policies related to the code of business 
conduct in the Company Code of Business Conduct manual, for more details please go to the Company’s website as 
follows: http://cho.listedcompany.com/misc/cg/code_of_conduct-en.pdf

Anti-Corruption
 To affirm that CHO has a proper policy determining responsibility, guideline, and regulation 
as a tool to prevent corruption from all business transactions in 2016, CHO has improved Anti-
Corruption Policy and communicated through the employees, trading partner and outsider in order 
to improve the Good Corporate Governance, for more details please go to the Company’s website at 
http://cho.listedcompany.com/anti_corruption_policy.html
 The improved Anti-Corruption Policy was considered approving by the Corporate Governance, 
Risk Management, Nomination and Compensation Committees in order to carefully make a decision 
on any course of action that could possibly lead to corruption and to serve as an apparent guideline 

in performing business and effectively developing to sustainability organization.
 CHO’s continuously conducts and communicates the policy against Corruption through CHO’s public relation 
board and published as a manual for all employees, also, informs the policy to the Executive Directors’ Meeting and 
assigns employees from related parties to attend seminars with public and private sectors such as Stock Exchange of 
Thailand (SET), Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  

Receipt of Complaint Management Procedure 
 CHO has the website www.cho.co.th and the email address at auditcom@cho.co.th where customers or anyone 
can submit their complaints or any concerns regarding the act of corruption directly to 3 company’s audit committees. 
The internal audit, which is an in dependent unit and report directly to the Audit Committee. Mrs. Apsorn Suriya, who 
is the committees’ was assigned internal audit manager, is in charge of reviewing the complaints’ email. She is the only 
one who has the access to the email address for the security of the receiving information from submitters, but she does 
not have any authorize to delete or edit any information sending to the email. The company also has the menu on the 
website where the complainer can access to the company’s complaint channels. As of the year 2019, the company did 
not receive any complaints from any available channels. 
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Channel of Complaint

Receipt of Complaint 
Box For the convenience, CHO puts this box outstandingly at the Head office

Letter

Internal Audit Manager 
Cho Thavee Public Company Limited
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, 
Muangkhao, Mungkhonkaen, KhonKaen 40000

E-mail auditcom@cho.co.th

Website www.cho.co.th

Telephone 043-043880-90 Extension 1235

Facsimile 043-043889

The Company’s  
Directors

E-mail:   info@cho.co.th 
Post :  Board of Directors
Cho Thavee Public Company Limited                                 
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, 
Muangkhao, Mungkhonkaen, KhonKaen 40000

The Independent Direc-
tors and Audit committee

E-mail: auditcom@cho.co.th 
Post :  The Independent Directors and Audit committee
Cho Thavee Public Company Limited
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, 
Muangkhao, Mungkhonkaen, KhonKaen 40000

Investor relations

E-mail:   ir@cho.co.th 
Post :  Investor relations
Cho Thavee Public Company Limited
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, 
Muangkhao, Muangkhonkaen, KhonKaen 40000

 CHO’s continuously conducts and communicates the policy against Corruption through CHO’s public relation 
board, also, informs the policy to the Executive Committee’ Meeting and assigns employees from related parties to 
attend seminars with public and private sectors such as Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) and Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC). 

 In 2017, CHO to participate in “Private sector Collective Action Coalition (CAC) against corruption” in order 
to establish best practice standards, CHO then proposes the mentioned intention above through CHO’s website. The 
standard will set as a business practice which follows the company’s policy.
 In 2019, the company is in a process of preparation to join the CAC again because CHO is revising its organization’s 
rules in accordance with the standards.  
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Receipt of Complaint Box 
 For the convenience, CHO puts two boxes outstandingly to be more available for any compliant 
  The first box, company’s audit committee are responsible for opening the receipt of complaint box. The box 
will be opened once a month, then the complaints will be reported to the meeting of the audit committee and will be 
determined later, they will be presented to the board of directors’ meeting for further processing in having the approval 
from the board of directors on the methodology to solve the issue. As of the year 2019, there is no complaint via the 
complaint box.  The second box, for one who is not convenience to compliant to audit committee, company’s CSR 
Committee are responsible for opening the receipt of complaint box. The box will be opened once a month, then the 
complaints will be reported to the meeting of the audit committee and will be determined later, they will be presented 
to the board of directors’ meeting for further processing in having the approval from the board of directors on the 
methodology to solve the issue. In 2019, 100% of complaint came from employee. There were 6 complaints from the 
second complaint box, the company had solved 4 complaints and 2 complaints were under process. 

Total Complaint in 2019

Number

Total complaint 6

Solved 4

 In process 2

2019 Receipt of Complaint and suggestion  
Website                                 -None- 
Telephone                            -None-
Receipt of complaint box  - 6 -
Letter     -None-
Others                                    -None-

Complaints Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of complaints case 2 17 6

Human Resources Complaints Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of complaints case 0 0 0

Complaint of discrimination time 0 0 2

Complaint about company regulation case N/A 1 2

Number of solved complaint case 0 1 3
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Society Complaints Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of complaints relating to social effect case 0 2 0

Complaint about company regulation case N/A 12 1 

Number of solved complaint case 0 14 1

Environment Complaints Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of complaint case 0 2 1

Number of complaints have been resolved case 0 1 0

Human Right Complaints Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of complaints on labor time 0 0 0

Number of complaints on human right time 0 0 0

Number of complaints have been resolved case 0 0 0

Human Rights 
 CHO has complied with human rights law and constitutional law. CHO has focused on equality of employees. It 
does not discriminate unfairly against individuals whether by races, languages, ages, education, institutions, sex, physical 
or mental disability, status, and social or financial status. CHO requires its employees must be aged at least 18 years 
which has no forced labors. It opens to hire disability labors and compliance with the Empowerment of Persons with 
Disabilities Act, B.E. 2550 (2007). The company provides monthly welfare and develops the disabilities’ well-being in 
order to advocate the social opportunity for them in the future.  
  CHO has the policy to accept person with disabilities as employee to enhance the equality and their well-being. 
In 2019, CHO recruits 8 workers with disabilities which is 1% of total workers. Company also provides benefit for disabled 
to support and embrace them in an inclusive workplace. In addition, the disabled responsibility is assigned properly to 
reduce the risk of accident injury during the work.
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Visiting the Company Activity
 CHO and its subsidiaries have welcomed various agencies and group of organizations to visit the company, for 
example; government agencies, private companies, business partners, customers, schools, universities, and shareholders. 
The visiting was educating for further education in terms of the production procedure, quality control, safety control, 
and environment control. In 2019, there were 35 times of the company visit, comprising of 30 companies. 
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Organization Stakeholders Analysis 
 CHO has brought the objective setting method from each individual in the compnay to be corresponded with 
the whole organization, or it is called OKRs (Objective Key and Result). This approach is applied 100% in the organization 
as the whole company shares the same objective with precise timeframe, value target, indicators in each month and 
quarter, performance conclusion and follow-up, and brainstorming.  

  The 7th annual activities in reviewing and improving CHO 2023 strategic plan of the year 2019 

 CHO confidents in the manufacturing of goods and services to the customers in acknowledging the business for 
all sectors, as from the learning of technology development in continuous and the driving of the development at local 
level to global level, which will bring to the growth in field of social, economy, and environment all together. All of these 
matters have been designated as CHO’s strategy in responding to CHO’s stakeholders both internal and external, with 
the cooperation of each sector as appropriately, and create the growth benefit with fairness and transparent, aware to 
the operation of business with responsibility to society and community. CHO has its plan of model scheme for 10 years, 
with the review annually in building good relationship with suppliers, customers, entrepreneurs, government sector, 
and employees in the organization, CHO has surveyed in each year the satisfaction and the demand of customers. CHO 
also communicates and coordinates with every sector of the stakeholders, in bringing the information for the efficiency 
improvement in designing products and services as accurately, and also for the actual coordination. The issue about 
responsibility and communication procedure for each group of the stakeholders can be summarized as follows: 
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Stakeholders Responsibilities Communication procedure and participation Communication channel Stakeholders’ expectation CHO’s responding

Employees
CHO lends the significant of its 
employees’ knowledge, by focus-
ing on those the course and have 
the further examination in part of 
skillful for much more effectiveness 
of operation. This leads to the 
project called bachelor’s degree of 
Cho Thavee affecting to the higher. 
It is the real on-the-job training as 
appropriately, it also building the 
binding to the organization on 
many activities often organized by 
CSR committee.

• The employees’ communication and getting 
information by the voice on the line for public 
relation, monthly making merit activity, Happy 
workplace from CSR and other activities.
• CEO meets the employees at the meeting 
row once a month
• CHO’s information through the annual report 
and CSR report.
• Sustainability of professional development 
by the project of personnel development CHO 
School and training.
• Listen to the employees’ opinion from the 
survey. 
• Receipt of opinion and complaint box
• A performance evaluation twice a year

• Communicating through the 
voice on the line and other 
activities
• Communicating through the 
electronic media

• Developing good culture within the 
organization
• Developing business way and build-
ing relationship
• Managing personnel effectively
• Better benefits and compensation, 
stability

• Being a good operator by organizing the 
activity in order to built relationship among 
employees and encourage them
• Organizing a training program for employ-
ees at technician level in CHO School
• Equally treatment to the employees
• CHO provided various benefits to its 
employees such as a fringe benefit for a dis-
able employees, free on-site dinning’s, etc.
• CHO added to provide funding for educa-
tion to its employees’ children.
•  Life Group insurance for employees

Community and Society The reduction of pollution from 
CHO’s operation concerning the 
noise and smell, the investigation 
and coordination with communi-
ty in responding to the subject 
requested, and provide the pro-
tecting system of pollutions, the 
development of CHO’s econom-
ic, the development of temple, 
school in annual, to support the 
local community’s activities for 
good health by playing sport, 
and sport family as increasing for 
each year.

• The community relation activity, to support 
in field of education, technology, sport, culture, 
religious, 
• The conference with local government sector, 
to join in the activity of community, government 
sector, private sector
• Sport activity “Football CHO Thavee Junior 
Cup”, and Thai traditional activity 2 years per 1 
time 
• Survey activity relating to the community and 
society for the surrounding area twice once a 
year.
• Receipt of complaint from the community 

• Providing the Company infor-
mation from the annual report 
and CSR report
• FM radio, FACEBOOK, adver-
tising, public relation through 
social media, you tube channel

• Sustainable developing for the com-
munity and society
• Better environment for the surround-
ing area and reducing the air pollution 
from a spraying

• Organizing activities in order to help and 
reduce the community and society’s prob-
lem
• planting trees in the community to in-
crease green space.
• Building a green area by planting a tree 
around the Company fence in order to re-
duce the air pollution from a spraying to the 
surrounding area

Customers/ Trading Partners To perform as to the agreement 
of procedure, to develop the 
modern innovative design, the 
new related legal, to take good 
care for the safety of assets as 
systematically and orderly, fairly 
treatment to the trading partners 
concerning the purchasing and 
payment

• Organizing the meeting with entrepreneurs 1 
time per quarter
• Communicating through the electronic media 
and web page
• Inviting the customer for the Company visit 
Many times a year
• Surveying on the satisfaction once a year.
• The trading partner and the Company 
support the activity of CHO Thavee Junior Cup 
once a year.
• Providing a receipt of complaint channel for 
the operation and production improvement
• Providing a 24-hour call center for a domestic 
after sales service

 • Survey for customer satisfac-
tion
• The Company’s information 
through the annual report and 
CSR report
• Through a social media
• E-mail, website and a assess-
ment form

• Responding to the customer’s needs
• The needed products and the quality 
of products and services
• Maximizing the performance of the 
repair and maintenance management
• On time delivery

• Researching and passing on knowledge 
of technology in developing products  
equivalent to global standard
• Developing standard and modern prod-
ucts
• Continuously developing the after sales 
service
• Strictly follow the agreement and condition 
to the customers and trading partners
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Stakeholders Responsibilities Communication procedure and participation Communication channel Stakeholders’ expectation CHO’s responding

Employees
CHO lends the significant of its 
employees’ knowledge, by focus-
ing on those the course and have 
the further examination in part of 
skillful for much more effectiveness 
of operation. This leads to the 
project called bachelor’s degree of 
Cho Thavee affecting to the higher. 
It is the real on-the-job training as 
appropriately, it also building the 
binding to the organization on 
many activities often organized by 
CSR committee.

• The employees’ communication and getting 
information by the voice on the line for public 
relation, monthly making merit activity, Happy 
workplace from CSR and other activities.
• CEO meets the employees at the meeting 
row once a month
• CHO’s information through the annual report 
and CSR report.
• Sustainability of professional development 
by the project of personnel development CHO 
School and training.
• Listen to the employees’ opinion from the 
survey. 
• Receipt of opinion and complaint box
• A performance evaluation twice a year

• Communicating through the 
voice on the line and other 
activities
• Communicating through the 
electronic media

• Developing good culture within the 
organization
• Developing business way and build-
ing relationship
• Managing personnel effectively
• Better benefits and compensation, 
stability

• Being a good operator by organizing the 
activity in order to built relationship among 
employees and encourage them
• Organizing a training program for employ-
ees at technician level in CHO School
• Equally treatment to the employees
• CHO provided various benefits to its 
employees such as a fringe benefit for a dis-
able employees, free on-site dinning’s, etc.
• CHO added to provide funding for educa-
tion to its employees’ children.
•  Life Group insurance for employees

Community and Society The reduction of pollution from 
CHO’s operation concerning the 
noise and smell, the investigation 
and coordination with communi-
ty in responding to the subject 
requested, and provide the pro-
tecting system of pollutions, the 
development of CHO’s econom-
ic, the development of temple, 
school in annual, to support the 
local community’s activities for 
good health by playing sport, 
and sport family as increasing for 
each year.

• The community relation activity, to support 
in field of education, technology, sport, culture, 
religious, 
• The conference with local government sector, 
to join in the activity of community, government 
sector, private sector
• Sport activity “Football CHO Thavee Junior 
Cup”, and Thai traditional activity 2 years per 1 
time 
• Survey activity relating to the community and 
society for the surrounding area twice once a 
year.
• Receipt of complaint from the community 

• Providing the Company infor-
mation from the annual report 
and CSR report
• FM radio, FACEBOOK, adver-
tising, public relation through 
social media, you tube channel

• Sustainable developing for the com-
munity and society
• Better environment for the surround-
ing area and reducing the air pollution 
from a spraying

• Organizing activities in order to help and 
reduce the community and society’s prob-
lem
• planting trees in the community to in-
crease green space.
• Building a green area by planting a tree 
around the Company fence in order to re-
duce the air pollution from a spraying to the 
surrounding area

Customers/ Trading Partners To perform as to the agreement 
of procedure, to develop the 
modern innovative design, the 
new related legal, to take good 
care for the safety of assets as 
systematically and orderly, fairly 
treatment to the trading partners 
concerning the purchasing and 
payment

• Organizing the meeting with entrepreneurs 1 
time per quarter
• Communicating through the electronic media 
and web page
• Inviting the customer for the Company visit 
Many times a year
• Surveying on the satisfaction once a year.
• The trading partner and the Company 
support the activity of CHO Thavee Junior Cup 
once a year.
• Providing a receipt of complaint channel for 
the operation and production improvement
• Providing a 24-hour call center for a domestic 
after sales service

 • Survey for customer satisfac-
tion
• The Company’s information 
through the annual report and 
CSR report
• Through a social media
• E-mail, website and a assess-
ment form

• Responding to the customer’s needs
• The needed products and the quality 
of products and services
• Maximizing the performance of the 
repair and maintenance management
• On time delivery

• Researching and passing on knowledge 
of technology in developing products  
equivalent to global standard
• Developing standard and modern prod-
ucts
• Continuously developing the after sales 
service
• Strictly follow the agreement and condition 
to the customers and trading partners
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Stakeholders Responsibilities Communication procedure and participation Communication channel Stakeholders’ expectation CHO’s responding

Creditors/ Debtors
To act as per the agreement 
condition, transparency in pur-
chasing goods and payment to 
suppliers with Good Corporate 
Governance

• Providing the Company information through 
the annual report and CSR report
• The financial report performing complied with 
laws and regulations and Good Corporate Gov-
ernance building on good relationship, welcome 
for company visit,
• the disclosure of important to related organi-
zation as accurately

• Contacting through  the elec-
tronic media, Meet, telephone, 
letter and website

• Acting to the creditors and debtor 
according to agreement condition 
complying by law 

• Following the regulation, the loan contract 
and other agreement with business trans-
parency
• Organizing the company visit for the confi-
dence of business operation

Competitors/ Business 
Alliance

To perform as to rules of bidding 
competition as accurately, com-
plied to the rules and regulations 
of bidding, to provide useful 
information, to share the knowl-
edge

• Organizing the meeting, to share the experi-
ences
• Legal issues relating to business, company 
visit, and business cooperation in future

• Annual report and CSR report
• Memorandum Of Understand-
ing (MOU)
• Meeting
• letter E-Mail, company visit, 
exchange of lecturer, website

• Transparent competition and fairly 
treatment on business operation
• Gaining trust from alliance

• Transparency in business operation
• Performing as to rules of bidding market 
competition as accurately
• Established a consortium with Scan Inter 
Company Limited. It named “SCN-CHO 
collaboration group”

Shareholders/ Investors The stable financial liquidity, 
good operation results from 
Good Corporate Governance, re-
turn on investment with process 
that can be examined, precise 
and transparency, the organiza-
tion has positive development 
in continuous, the expansion of 
service providing in future

• Providing the annual report and CSR report 
to the shareholders and the investors
• Annual shareholders’ meeting
• The company visit 2 years per 1 time
• Road show in other province every quarter
• Opportunity Day for listed company meet and 
greet the investors
• Booth and exhibition for investment Cup once 
a year.
• Disclosing the Company information and busi-
ness performance in each quarter through the 
Company’s website, Facebook and CHO News 

• Contacting through the elec-
tronic media, telephone, letter, 
website, Facebook and CHO 
news

• Maximizing in return in investment 
and growing of the business operation
• Transparency in management
• Building the understanding in the 
Company operation

• Increasing more information channel for 
shareholders and investors
• Updating currently information and news 
through the investor relation website

Mass Media
Source of information with the 
effectiveness, accuracy, and 
promptly

• Annual report, CSR report
• shareholders’ meeting and press tour Thank 
Press
• occasionally meet the mass communication

• Press announcement, e-mail, 
website, Facebook, line, tele-
phone, advertisement through 
CHO YouTube channel

• Receiving the completed and updat-
ed information with fairness 
• Receiving the updated news of busi-
ness operation
•  Fairly treatment disclosing the infor-
mation to the mass communication

• Updating news of business operation

Government Sector The Company have contacted 
on procurement with the gov-
ernment sector from past until 
nowadays, also the company 
is monitored tocomply with 
laws and regulations and Good 
Corporate Governance by the 
government sector

• Company visit by the public sector  many 
times a year
• Quoting the procurement with the govern-
ment sector 
• Following the regulations and condition of the 
government sector

• Letter from the government 
sector, contacting through the 
electronic media, telephone and 
website

• The Company gain trust from the 
government sector as the transparen-
cy in business operation

• Transparency in following the rules and 
regulations of business operation
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Stakeholders Responsibilities Communication procedure and participation Communication channel Stakeholders’ expectation CHO’s responding

Creditors/ Debtors
To act as per the agreement 
condition, transparency in pur-
chasing goods and payment to 
suppliers with Good Corporate 
Governance

• Providing the Company information through 
the annual report and CSR report
• The financial report performing complied with 
laws and regulations and Good Corporate Gov-
ernance building on good relationship, welcome 
for company visit,
• the disclosure of important to related organi-
zation as accurately

• Contacting through  the elec-
tronic media, Meet, telephone, 
letter and website

• Acting to the creditors and debtor 
according to agreement condition 
complying by law 

• Following the regulation, the loan contract 
and other agreement with business trans-
parency
• Organizing the company visit for the confi-
dence of business operation

Competitors/ Business 
Alliance

To perform as to rules of bidding 
competition as accurately, com-
plied to the rules and regulations 
of bidding, to provide useful 
information, to share the knowl-
edge

• Organizing the meeting, to share the experi-
ences
• Legal issues relating to business, company 
visit, and business cooperation in future

• Annual report and CSR report
• Memorandum Of Understand-
ing (MOU)
• Meeting
• letter E-Mail, company visit, 
exchange of lecturer, website

• Transparent competition and fairly 
treatment on business operation
• Gaining trust from alliance

• Transparency in business operation
• Performing as to rules of bidding market 
competition as accurately
• Established a consortium with Scan Inter 
Company Limited. It named “SCN-CHO 
collaboration group”

Shareholders/ Investors The stable financial liquidity, 
good operation results from 
Good Corporate Governance, re-
turn on investment with process 
that can be examined, precise 
and transparency, the organiza-
tion has positive development 
in continuous, the expansion of 
service providing in future

• Providing the annual report and CSR report 
to the shareholders and the investors
• Annual shareholders’ meeting
• The company visit 2 years per 1 time
• Road show in other province every quarter
• Opportunity Day for listed company meet and 
greet the investors
• Booth and exhibition for investment Cup once 
a year.
• Disclosing the Company information and busi-
ness performance in each quarter through the 
Company’s website, Facebook and CHO News 

• Contacting through the elec-
tronic media, telephone, letter, 
website, Facebook and CHO 
news

• Maximizing in return in investment 
and growing of the business operation
• Transparency in management
• Building the understanding in the 
Company operation

• Increasing more information channel for 
shareholders and investors
• Updating currently information and news 
through the investor relation website

Mass Media
Source of information with the 
effectiveness, accuracy, and 
promptly

• Annual report, CSR report
• shareholders’ meeting and press tour Thank 
Press
• occasionally meet the mass communication

• Press announcement, e-mail, 
website, Facebook, line, tele-
phone, advertisement through 
CHO YouTube channel

• Receiving the completed and updat-
ed information with fairness 
• Receiving the updated news of busi-
ness operation
•  Fairly treatment disclosing the infor-
mation to the mass communication

• Updating news of business operation

Government Sector The Company have contacted 
on procurement with the gov-
ernment sector from past until 
nowadays, also the company 
is monitored tocomply with 
laws and regulations and Good 
Corporate Governance by the 
government sector

• Company visit by the public sector  many 
times a year
• Quoting the procurement with the govern-
ment sector 
• Following the regulations and condition of the 
government sector

• Letter from the government 
sector, contacting through the 
electronic media, telephone and 
website

• The Company gain trust from the 
government sector as the transparen-
cy in business operation

• Transparency in following the rules and 
regulations of business operation
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Developing Aspects and CHO’s Strategic 
Directions  
 CHO prioritizes and pays attention to the significant aspects of the business operation that help in sustainable 
growth in the future. Therefore, CHO decided to do the significant aspects assessment concerning to the sustainable 
development. The assessment was for the analysis whether there were some significant issues that might show some 
risks or opportunities in the economic, the social, or the environment sectors within its business function (Internal 
effects) as well as its stakeholders (Externalities). Once the assessment was completed, the results were presented to 
the executive committee for their approval and combined in this report. The Global Reposting Initiative was assessed 
in accordance with the GRI Standards as follows.  

The Key Issue Principle Selection (Materiality) 
 In 2019, the company has selected the key issues from the management of the sustainable development has 
15 selected (As detailed in Materiality Matrix). The selection shall help the company achieving in many aspects of the 
organization. The issues were selected from the employees’ survey and the sustainable development operation. They 
could reflect the risk or opportunity in terms of the economic, the social, and the environment. Which concerned in 
every part of the organization and stakeholders and can impact both internal and external to the firm, the issues and 
priorities from Annual Survey 2019.
 1. Employee Satisfaction Survey 
 2. Community satisfaction survey 
 3. Customer satisfaction survey
 4. Engagement surveys and happiness of employees. 

The Prioritization of the issues (Prioritization) 
 The Company has reviewed the sequence of the major issues affecting the stakeholders and the operations of 
the Company. The priority was considered based on the relevant issues and the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards. 
In 2019, the company has prioritized issues in 2 levels from the Materiality Matrix as the high-priority issues and low-
priority issues. 

The verification of validation
 The company verified the whole significant points by the analysis, consideration, and agreement from CSR 
committee, and all the points were reported in the board meeting in which the president of the event was the company 
president and the chief executive officer. 

Materiality Matrix

More

MoreLess Significant Impact to CHO 

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
to

 S
ta

ke
ho

lde
r 

- The Innovation Researching
and Development
- The Procurement
- The Supply Chain Management
- The Occupational Health and 
Safety
- The Social and Community 
Responsibility

- The Recycling

- The Coporate Govenence
- The Risk Management
- The Human Rights
- The Employee Relationship
- The Anti - Corruption
- The Air Quality Management
- The Water Management
- The Environmental Friendly 
Products and Services
- The Biodiversity

 

  The important issue analysed in the year 

2019 was to focus on the procurement that increased 

from the year 2018; this was to control the production 

cost and increase the efficiency in the procurement. 

For the air quality management, it was another 

important issue arisen from 2018 since in 2019 the 

company faced with the waste fire, causing a more 

interest in the mass media in terms of air pollution. 
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opera-

tional 

Frame

Material Aspects

Scope of impact

With-

in or-

gani-

zation

Stakeholders outside the organization

CHO

Com-

munity 

and 

Society

Cus-

tomers/ 

Trading 

Partners

Cred-

itors/

debi-

tors

Compet-

itors/ 

Business 

Alliance

Share-

hold-

ers/In-

vestors

Mass 

Media

Gove-

ment 

Sector

Economic 

aspect

1. The Coporate Governance        
2. The Innovation Researching and 
Development    

3. The Procurement     

4. The Supply Chain Management     

5. The Risk Management        

Social aspect

6. The Occupational Health and Safety    
7. The Social and Community Respon-
sibillity   

8. The Human Rights        

9. The Employees Relationship  

10. The Anti-Corruption        

Environment 

aspect

11. The Air Quality Management     

12. The Recycling 

13. The Water Management   
14. The Environmental Friendly Product 
and Services     

15. The Biodiversity  

The Business Development Strategy in Long-term for the year 2023

 CHO applies the policy of driving organizational sustainability with the long-term planning according to the model 
scheme for 10 years “CHO 2013 Strong, Brave and Differentiation” and being the “Learning Organization” through the 
important tool including Routine to Research (R2R), Knowledge Management (KM) and Continuous Quality Improvement 
(CQU) in creating the learning at all time. The employees are the most important tool as they are the connector and passing 
the development from inside organization to the outside and environment society which is called the “Sustainability”

The model scheme for 10 years “CHO 2013 Strong, Brave and Differentiation”
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Innovative Movement for Sustainable Development
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ALL TIME LEARNING

CHO. COMMUNITY
SOCIAL & COMMUNITY

CUSTOMER & STAKEHOLDER

KM
CQI

R2R LEARNING
ORGANIZATION

 

 The management of the organizational sustainability concerns the policy in defining vision and strategy. The 
managements have their significant duties in setting the goals and transmitting the vision and the management frame 
work to the authorized committees. The transmitting depends on the mechanism, and the operational procedure of 
various activity groups in reaching the targets and the cooperation of the organization’s human resources.
 The significant strategic goal of the organization is to be a “Learning Organization”. The policy direction in managing 
the sustainability depends on the application of mechanism from each group in creating the learning at all time. The 
mechanisms are such as the technician school course called “Rohng Rian Chang Cho Thavee”, the employee development 
course (CHO program), and group of various activities. The significant driving of policy in leading the organization to be a 
learning organization is the driving and the developing of routine work systematically. CHO has implemented significant 
instrument called R2R (Routine to Research) by having the continuous quality implement (CQI) which is the supporting 
instrument for the development of routine work to research (R2R) 
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Innovative Movement for sustainability
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         In summary, the organization’s driving policy focused on knowledge as the basic to the development of learning 
to sustainability by having group of activity and CHO’s course as the basic and R2R instrument helping in developing the 
procedure of learning systematically.

CHO’s Technical School Project
 Human resources development is conducting according to the sustainable policy and the trends of changing. 
Development approaches are classified in to 3 main categories.
  1. Coaching/OJT-On the Job Training
 2. Knowledge Sharing/CHO School
  3. Project Assignment/Mechatronics Project 

 In 2018-2019, CHO changed the teaching program into “training in process” due to working department for both 
new and exist employee. We also provide “knowledge sharing session” to allow employee for sharing idea and working 
technique to each other and work effectively.
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New employee

Exist employee

85.11%

72.16%

94.55%

57.58%

90.14%

59.76%

2017 2018 2019

*Percentage calculated from total employee

Routine Job to Research Development (R2R) 

 The R2R concept or the use of innovation and equipment in 
knowledge management that CHO has adapted the knowledge 
to be its good basis for the company’s foundation. It will root 
CHO as an always learning organization which is an important 

step in driven the company to be sustainable in the business.
 R2R is learning process for rapid and continuously improving their routine jobs. The learning will use innovation 
of every employees to develop their skills to comply with standards for researching. In every step of the project, there 
are judges who were judged and advocated whether the works can be used in real life working. At the same time, the 
project helps improving the employees’ knowledge not limited to only their routine job skills. The results are the works 
from the R2R project that approved by the judges and were usable will receive a prize from the company. This will 
inspire its employees to create a new innovation.

The expectation from doing R2R
�	 Goods delivery and premium services continuously improving for the satisfaction of customers
�	 Core competency and efficiency of CHO increasing Totally
�	 Learning achieving : Personnel and The Organization

The result of operation for the R2R project for year 2017-2019

2017
The approved and usable project = 6  projects
The in-progress project =  2 projects
The rejected project = 1 project

2018
The approved and usable project = 3 projects
The in-progress project =  none
The rejected project = none

2019
The approved and usable project = 3 projects
The in-progress project =  1 project
The rejected project = none
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Rounting Job to Research Development (R2R)

Safety in work place

Morale and Motivation

Reduce work hours

Products Quality

R2R
K.M. & Innovation

Safety Cost

The usable prototype For the year 2019
Equipment for Moving Barrel - Seesaw Lever Type
Attribute : For lifting 200 liters barrel, for moving preparation
Advantage :   
- Reduce working hour for lifting estimated 45% 
- Reduce manpower estimated 50 % 
- Reduce risk of accident 

Disadvantage: 
Require high maintenance to prevent any damage    

Vacuum Test 
Attribute : For testing leaking of work pieces. 
Advantage :   
- Improve working efficiency  
- Improve quality of work pieces checking 

Disadvantage: Can be used only with specific work pieces

Sand Blaster
Attribute: For cleaning work pieces before painting
Advantage : 
- Reduce working hour for estimated 37 %
- Reduce manpower estimated 33 %
- Moveable

Disadvantage: None
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The operation of Four CHO- CSR

ALL DEPARTMENT CHARITY

Learning Process 
and  Development

CSR COMMITTEE

- Internal Environment
- External Environment

- Environmental
Innovation Development

CSR EnvironmentSocial and
community
Activity

- Disablilities
- Anti Corruption
- Human Rights

- International and
External

- Other Special
Activities Within
the Company

***External activities
Supporter**

CSR Special
Activity

- Happiness in 8 field
of Happy Workplace

HAPPY
WORK PLACE
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Social and Community Activity (SCA)
           Social and Community Activity Committee and team are responsible for organizing activities related to anti-corruption, 
human rights, and communities both inside and outside the organization. By doing so, the committee and team have discussed 
the approaches to solving the problems which they are responsible for every month, and the results from the discussion will 
be brought to the board meeting to approve

The Operation of SCA 

Trust, Encouragement, Sustainable Development

Gifts to Give Anti-Corruption Activities Providing scholarship to
staff’s children 

CHO Thavee Football
Junior Cup (CJC)       
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The operation outcomes of Social and Community Activity in 2019

Gifts 2 Give Project

1st September, 2019

Location: Ban Sang 
Saeng Wang Tho School, 
Khonkaen 
Details: Ban Sang Saeng Wang Tho 
School was provided with materials 
by staff and the sponsorship by 
the company, which this activity 
was carried out by sharing unused 
items, and also there were 40 staff 
participating in repairing and fixing Ban 
Sang Saeng Wang Tho School. 

Gifts 2 Give Project

The first Saturday of the 
Month 

Location: Head Office, 
Khonkaen  
Details: To support the company 
society by creating valuable projects 
under Gifts 2 Give Project was to bring 
workable but not used items to share 
with other staff, which the company 
aimed for Sustainable Development 
Goals-SDGs to No poverty. 
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Scholarship for Staff’s Children Project

1st June, 2019 

Location: Head Office, Khonkaen 
Details: The company arranged the activity in order to provide the staff’s 
children with scholarship in 4 consecutive years through CSR project by Social 
and Community Activity for encouraging students with academic excellence. 
Also, Cho Thavee Public Company Limited considers people important for 
local development. 
A part of success is based on staff’s living that if their lives were not complete, 
the attempt to give to society was not the core of understanding. Therefore, the 
arrangement of holding the project for proving our staff’s children scholarship 
happens by the main objectives to establish the relationship between staff and 
the organization. Also, it is a good fulfillment of expense helping, and importantly 
it builds the encouragement to their families, resulting in work performance 
and happiness, the aims that are set by CHO. 

Cho Thavee Football Junior Cup

Details: The company have been giving an importance to youth’s sports 
development continuously by having been the competition organizer as a 
support from 2011 until 2018, making 8 times of the competition. Since 2019, 
the company has changed the new schedule of Cho Thavee Football Junior 
Cup to be once in 2 years, so the 9th event is in 2020. Holding this event is 
for promoting, supporting, and establishing chances to Thai youth around the 
country for fulfilling their dream of being professional footballers, and the 
project, Cho Thavee Football Junior Cup, is to build a root of disciplines for 
the youth mainly through sports event since they are children. Also, the youth 
have a football field to show their ability and get away from drugs as well as 
promoting the company’s reputation through Cho Thavee Football Junior Cup 
project, and it is the first stage for the youth aged not above 12 and 14 years 
old and is the youth football program in the province, giving them to improve 
their skill in both footballs and track and field sports, together. 
 “We always believe and have a trust that other than business development 
by technology and innovation for success; for society’s overall perspective, our 
important responsibility is sports, which is the one answer that we are willing 
to apply.”
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Special Activity (SPA)
 Special Activity is responsible for supporting and contributing to society in various form. On behalf of the company, 
SPA offers CSR policy in truly sustainable development approach. The SPA was set up by developing conceptualization 
started from a general supporter to be the public sponsor which supports and plays an important part in the company’s 
charities.

The employees, communities, society and 
stakeholders have been helped, supported, and 

developed from Special Activity

Sustainable development

1. Labor Relations 4. Blood donation
2. Support the research 
and development of 
students

3. Organize
technical knowledge 
competition
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Blood Donation 
 This CSR activity aims to enhance awareness of sacrifice and pool up the blood bank for hospitals to use with 
their patients. CHO’s employees coordinated with Central Hospital of  Khon Kaen province to donate blood to the 
hospital through CHO’s SPA every year. In addition, SPA held activities which help the community every year, too. In the 
year 2019, the donation was implemented for 4 times with the total blood donated at 114,850 ccs. In this regards, the 
CHO species (the employees) was joined and greatly contributed to the activities that the company held for the sake 
of the community and the society. According to the statistics, the donation continuously increase because employees 
paid more attention and number of employees are increasing. 

Total blood donation statistics

43,200
cc.

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

111,250
cc.

74,300
cc.

106,000
cc.

97,000
cc.

114,850
cc.
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HAPPY WORK PLACE Activity 
 Happy Work Place committee is creating happiness within the workplace for employees in all 8 factors. The 
8 factors happen from each of the activity that happened in accordance with the agreement in the Happy Work Place 
committee. The activities were planned and held by the allocated budgets for the important activities in the company. 
The CSR-SPA committee will consider appropriate activity and support the budget. Any suggestions or problems will handle 
by the CSR-SPA committee. For the year of 2019, the Committee focused on creating happiness and being supportive 
to the employees through the activities. The company has held the main activities as following

Participation + Organizational culture + Engagement

8 aspects Happiness

1. Happy family 2. Happy Money
(Financial planning)

3. Happy soul (Alms giving) 4. Happy Body 
(Promote exercise)

5. Good food, 
Reasonable price

6. Happy heart (birthday) 7. Happy relax (Recreation) 8. Learn something new
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1. Happy Family 

This event is to encourage employees to realize and recognize the importance 
of  family. The Happy Workplace committee organized annually.  The activity 
included pouring scented water on the hands of the company’s executives and 
seniors employees and asking for blessings. The activity was meant to show 
their love and gratitude to those they love, and been blessed by the company’s 
executives and seniors employees.  

2. Financial planning training course (Happy Money)

Company realized that financial issue can caused mental health problem such 
as stress and anxiety. In 2018 and 2019, CHO in collaboration with Bank of 
Thailand are working on distribute financial planning training course. To give 
financial advice for employees, to indicate necessity of saving, and encourage 
employee to have sustainable financial management. Participants have learned 
how to record household and personal finance to cut down dispend money 
and make a long-term financial plan. 

3. Merit Making and Alms giving (Happy Soul)

In each month, CSR-SPA committee provides a birthday celebration for 
employees who were born in that month once a month, with meditation 
activities on a religious day.  To make them all high merit, inherit the Buddhist 
culture, encourage them to do good virtue and morality, and perform their work 
happily, faithful in religious and morally living. 

4. Promoting Exercise and Be Healthy (Happy Body)

The event is encouraging employees to exercise during the day and after work 
by playing sport for example Sepak Takraw, Badminton and Petanque, exercising 
activities at workplace or at the working table twice a day. Moreover, employees 
are also encouraged to attend external sport event to lowers body fat and 
improves muscle tone and builds strength, flexibility and endurance. 
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5. Good Food, Reasonable Price, and Free Rice (Happy Money)

Canteen with nutrition food and free of steamed rice were set for all employees, 
the rice were a crop from the company area. The Happy Work Place committee 
has started this project since 2015until now,  which could help employees 
reducing cost of living.

6. Happy Heart (Birthday)

The HAPPY WORKPLACE committee realized the importance of the celebration 
of employees’ birthday which considered as one of the important days for 
everyone. The committee has prepared presents and to the employees on their 
birthday’s anniversary with the best wishes at their working stations. This activity 
shows generosity within the community and makes the day more important.

7. Recreation (Happy Relax)

Company provides activities to relief tiredness from work. The activity is purposing 
to create unity and help the employees to relax from their work. Fabric bags 
were given to employees to promote the usage of fabric bags instead of 
plastic bags in daily life. This is to reduce the usage of plastic bags and for the 
environmental friendly.  

8. Learning and All-time self-improving (Happy Brain)

The company is pushing all employee to bean expert or skilled worker in each 
position, the CSR-SPA encourages them learn to be professional, progress in 
career path regularly, and more discipline in their work. In accordance with the 
company’s policy for the year 2019,the Happy Workplace committee has held 
the enhancing ability activity.
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Environmental Activity 

Environmental activity department
Staff, community, society, and stakeholders, 
working together to develop environment 

Leading to 
 

Improved environment 

Environmental activities 5 activities Afforestation 

 Environmental Department is responsible for environmental operation both inside and outside the organization, 
and importantly we develop environmental innovative which is related to the main capacity of our organization. 
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The objectives of CSR in terms of environment according to ‘To Goal CHO 2023’  
1. Environmental management has been arranged properly, and there is a follow-up activity to evaluate this operation 

regularly including conducting research into environment, such as ecosystem, global warming, PM 2.5 situation, and 
other pollutions. 

2. Searching for technology and production procedure that contains environmental standard, considering a reduction 
and pollution treatment before releasing to the nature

3. Using resources effectively, working following energy saving measures, and reusing resources 
4. Developing products and services that do not affect environment and are safe for operation
5. Constructing safety and public health system for employees and communities, fairly
6. Following the laws and environmental regulations
7. Encouraging our customers to be aware of environmental effects caused by using the products and services from 

our consortium 
8. Building knowledge and holding training courses for our employees and surrounding communities in terms of 

environment, safety, and public health
9. Preparing emergency plan for coping with problems concerning environment that could occur as well as setting 

report system to related departments in the time of the occurring problems 
10. Promoting environmental care and supporting community activities 
11. Improving working environment in colouring system by enhancing painting room to be closed area system through 

water curtain in order to detect odor and particle arisen from painting
- Apart from this painting system, we also have powder-color-system room, operated under closed area system as well.
 

Tree planting activities

2nd November, 2019 

Location: Company headquarter, Khonkaen  
Details: Staff and company’s environmental department and subsidiary 
companies helped each other to plant 500 trees along the factory’s fences 
of company headquarter, Khonkaen for conserving the environmental nature, 
increasing green area in the factory. In the long term for surrounding communities, 
if the planted trees grow up, they will become the natural fences, preventing 
odor and particle caused by company’s production system

Afforestation activity 

14th July, 2019 

Location: Forest park, Khonkaen  
Details:  For the project of afforestation, precious wood, building Cho gene with 
3,500 trees, the  executive and staff participated in the activity of building future 
forest park as the goal, to grow 100,000 trees at Cho Thavee forest park, Ban 
Ton sub-district, Amphoe Phra Yuen, Khonkaen 
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Environment Operation
Environmental Policy 
1. The company has engrossed in advocating the operation based on the environmental regulation and laws as well 

as the continually developing and adjusting the operation related to the environmental. 
2. The company has engrossed in preventing and reducing accidents in the workplace in accordance with the 

occupational safety, health, and environment act of Thailand. 
3. The company promptly operates businesses in accordance with the national environmental regulations and laws 

in terms of the waste management (waste sorting) and encouraging to the best effective energy usage. Which we 
try to reduce and prevent emissions into the atmosphere from our business practices.

4. The company promptly promotes and applies the environmental policy to our employees and our stakeholders 
as well as promoting it to the public which in line with the national laws and regulations. 

5. The company has process to review, adjust, and evaluate our operation in line with the above policy regularly.  
 By doing so, we has updated our environmental policy as needed but still in line with the national regulations 
and laws. The policy shall publish and promote to our employees and our stakeholders.

Water  Management
 The Company is focusing the efficient of water consumption. A few water consumption in the production is 
bringing zero problems in the water management and the water consumption. The water treatment system from the 
production and offices are efficiency. Grease Trap, Septic Tank and Anaerobic Filter were installed prior to get the better 
quality then drained to the public sanitary sewer.

      Improvement of Area Surrounding the Pond                              Sink with Grease Trap
    Improvement of Wastewater Treatment System   
                  as of November 2, 2019 
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Monitoring & Measurement
 Monitoring The Quality of Environment in Company and Subsidiaries
 The company and Its Subsidiaries use main source of electricity, in order to reduce the air pollutants from 
the production lines. For the air pollution in painting process is operated accord ding to the requirement of the legal 
provision, More than 80% of processes, The company chooses a color material which is composed of 2K with the Low 
Emission Product in addition with closed painting coloring booth which is equipped the modern Air Filter Systems to 
reduce pollutant particles, also the mean of particulate from all processes is meet the national regulations. Moreover, the 
air quality in the plant and vicinities regularly was monitoring by a private inspector company which has been certified.
 The noise pollution of The company and Its Subsidiaries is inspected within the factory and vicinities each year. 
The data reported that the noise pollution is meet requirements of the National Regulations.

Air Quality Monitoring inside the Factory for  
the year 2019    

Air Quality Monitoring in Community Area Surrounding 
the Factory 

Waste Management 
 The company and Subsidiaries have arranged the appropriate managements which is applying for disposal from 
the factory by meet to the National Standards and Regulations. In 2017, there are 155 metric tons of the waste. In 2018, 
there are 140 metric tons of the waste. And In 2019, there are 120 metric tons of the waste which decreased from the 
year 2018. The non-hazard waste was classified, it was sent to the Muang Khao Municipality for disposal, and sorting for 
energy saving and resources preserving. Basically, 3Rs project was introduced for waste management, i.e. Reduce, Reuse 
and Recycle. It can reduced the disposal cost. The left over from recycling waste, our waste management contractor 
has organized to put them in the landfill under the proper method which creates no impact to the factory and vicinities. 
In addition, the simply techniques of environmental preserve and energy preserve were introduced to employees, the 
Youth, and vicinities via 3Rs projects. 
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Sustainable Energy & Green Innovation
 The mission of The company and Subsidiaries is to create products with regarding to the energy preservation, 
environmentally friendly, sustainable, safety and multi-functional which are basic concept of the energy preservation. Also 
the strictly implement in accordance with standards and regulations is applied in order to reduce the energy consumption 
in production lines, in addition, the production processes are improving to reduce the energy consummation and take 
the least effect to environment. The following activities concern to energy and environment preservations are presented.

Waste with Value: Paper
Non chemical/colour contaminated 
Scrap
Scrap of papers
Cardboard
Scrap of newspapers (non-chemical 
or colour contamination)
Scrap of plastic spools

Metal scrap such as Metal, 
Aluminum, Stainless Steel, and 
any type of metals

Any type of wood scrap without 
chemical/colour contamination

Waste with Value: Metal Waste with Value: Wood

Production 
Workforce is employees, who are available from their working hours)

Finished 
Product 

Stove 

Table-Chair Set
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Energy Preservation, and Investment for Environment
 CHO is focusing on reduce energy consumption including the use of renewable energy to reduce the country’s natural 
resources burden and to apply Mechatronics Engineering knowledge which our staffs have continually been training since 2016. 
Solar panels was studied and developed by our staff at CHO Thavee technical school under the name of “Solar energy for 
lighting project”

“Solar energy for lighting project”

 Our trained staffs at CHO Thavee technical school were assigned to work on Project Assignment/ Mechatronics 
Project in 2019. The following lists describe project outcome;
 - 20 Solar panels installed can supply electricity for 12 hours, Take 2-3 hours to recharge.
 - 20 battery sets installed can supply electricity for 28.73 hours and 24 hours without recharge.
 - Using battery charge level indicator to calibrate inverter status and to measure battery level which allows 
inverter systems to switch direct 220 Volte current electricity instead of batteries.

 Solar Cells Project used to supply electrical power for the area around the company which results in the 
reduction of power purchasing and save more energy. The former Spot light consumed the electrical energy of 43.2 kWh 
was changed into the solar cell LED light which consume the electrical energy of 8.16 kWh, Reducing electricity cost up 
to 63,072 baht per year and supply electricity covering all the company’s fences lighting for at least 12 hours per day.

Environment 

Energy

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Electricity purchased kilowatt 1,329,124 1,202,061 1,181,906 

Solar Cells kilowatt 18,746 9,399 5,623

 Power consumption statistics shows that in 2019, power consumption from solar cells was less than 2 years ago 
due to deterioration of batteries. Make the device use 30% of the total. 
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 The Company and its subsidiaries were developed the sustainable product for preserving energy. With the 
composite materials are used to be the main part of a new lighter container which is enhances the efficient of carrier 
to be greater but lighter. The fuel consumption, the interesting statistics is reduced by 9%. 
 We are working under leading of the professional in product designer to create new product with the world 
standards, The company has working on research and development using our expertise in designing, creating and combining 
the world class technology with professional management for the creation of environmental  friendly products. This 
is to respond the changing of direction in transportation industry, for the cost reduction, improvement of performance 
and safety of goods delivery, as well as reducing negative impacts on society and environment by applying advanced 
technology in designing and creating products. By the year 2014, the project of commercial Electric Trucks and Electric 
Catering vehicles were established with 100% electrical driven to reduce pollutions and the cause of the global warming.

Working Environment
 The quality of working life is very importance in our Company. Therefore, the company and its Subsidiaries has 
taken the working environment into their consideration and managing to promote the good practices through many 
projects. So, the working environment were managed and balanced through appropriate activities. The hygienic safety, 
happiness, and stabilized, are the most criteria to tuned up good attitude and create happy workplace environment. In 
the end, it will help the organization gain in productivity whether by individual or the organization as a whole. Thus, the 
end result will create good effects to and motivate the workers.  

Training in Environment
 The company has organized the environment training for new employees before starting their job. There are 
100% of the employees attended the training. The training course contents are definitions of environment, working 
environment, i.e. mist or particle, noise pollution, temperature, light intensity, national standard and regulation for the 
occupational safety, health, and environment as well as guiding them to use the safety equipment. 
 

Training Course: ISO 14001 :2015 Introduction 
and Requirements, 
held on February 27-28, 2019

Reducing the environmental impacts on the community.
 CHO has the protection, controlling, and treatment of odors and mists from the business. The company has been 
compliance with the limitation of the pollutions to not over than the environmental standards according to the laws concerning 
to the national environmental quality act and the other regulations and laws that might be related. 
 The company refers to the environmental and health impact to the 
surrounded communities survey in December 2019 the resident in Moo Baan Thaworn, 
the majority of the respondents agreed that noise from the business production have 
impacts on the community in medium level 36%, low level 14%, very high level 29 %. 
 While majority of the respondents agreed that odor from the business 
production have impacts on the community in very high level 50% and low level 7 %.
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การพ่นสีพื้น/พ่นสีจริง

Odor impact Noise impact

very highmedium

high

low

very highlow

highmedium

29%

50%

7%

7%

14%36%

36%

21%

 The resident in Moo Baan Thaworn affected the odors and noises impact suggested the company to handle the 
odors and noises issues releasing from the factory. The company’s production has the risk factors for the occupational 
health and the environmental risks which created by the coloring process. 

Sandpaper cleaning’s  
Man power

Paint Color, Water, 
Electricity, Paper 

Air power

Electric power 
cleaning sand Noise, wasted, Mist

Noise, Odor, Mist

Odor, MistMan power

Wet scrubbing system: 
The water curtain can 
collect wasted particles 
ready to eliminate.

Odor, Mist, Wastewater

Painting room

Cleaning

Putty application

Putty scrubbing

Smoothening surface

1
2
3
4
5
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 In the year 2019, the company has adjusted the coloring room reducing its impact on the local community by 90%. 

 According to the survey, we can see that there are still mists and odors from the coloring process which may 
affect the surrounded communities. CHO has adjusted the coloring room from the dry system to be the water curtain 
system which can reduce the mist. In addition, the company has planted the ironwood along the fences, the asides, and 
behind the factory. The ironwoods were growing as a natural fence which can help protecting the scatter of the odors 
and the mist from spray paint. The natural fence prevented the impacts to the livelihood of the community around 
the factory. In addition, They can be a natural fence because the ironwood is a perennial tree. Its benefits are not just 
what mentioned earlier, they also give shadows, releasing ozone into the atmosphere, and improving the environment 
of the company’s area as well as prevents the impacts from the community. 

 The company has improved the prevention efficiency of the spread of odors and spray paint by installed 
slants and water curtains around the spray booth which may affect the surrounding community with 2 meters high and 
130 meters length around the spray booth. After the installation, the company had asked residents in the surrounding 
community and found that the smell of paint and the spray paint which spread into the community were reduced by 
80%. In addition, the company has planted the ironwood along the side and the back walls of the factory to create a 
natural fence which can filter the painted smell and mist from the company’s products manufacturing process.
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The processing in the prevention of the air pollution

The result
To prevent the 
bad odors and 
mists spreading 
to the communi-
ties at 80%

4. Inspected from 
the external 
organization 
every year

3. Installed 1. Planting pine 
trees around the 
factory’s walls 
and fences.

2. Installed slants 
on the wall. 

The Result Of Air Quality Measuring In The Surrounded Community
No Location Parameter Time Result Standard* Comparing 

result*

1 Moo Ban Thavorn village

Total Suspended 
Particulate (TSP)

24hrs 0.108 mg/m3 0.33 mg/m3 Passed

PM-10 24hrs 0.071 mg/m3 0.12 mg/m3 Passed

Total Hydrocar-
bon (THC)

24hrs ND (ppm) None None

Total VOCs 24hrs ND (ppm) None None

 notes * = the Notification of the National Environment Board Act., No.24, B.E.2547, regarding to regulate the standard of the air quality in the atmosphere 
 mg/m3 = milligram per cubic meter 

Conclusion

 The air quality measuring in the surrounded 
community area of the company, Moo Ban Thavorn village, 
comparing with the standard by the Notification of the 
National Environment Board, No.24, B.E.2547 (2004), regarding 
to regulate the standard of the air quality in the atmosphere 
show that the density of Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) and 
PM-10 are within the standard but Total Hydrocarbon (THC) 
and Total VOCs have not been any standard measurement 
to applied

   The particulate measured picture
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Environment Unit 2017 2018 2019

Water

Total of Fresh water Liter 10,637,148 10,446,000 12,260,000

Waste Water treated Liter 0 0 0

Treated water reused Liter 0 0 0

Waste Management

Landfill Ton 0 0 0

recycle Ton 0 0 120

sale Ton 155 140 85

other Ton 0 0 0

Leakage of Chemical substance Time 0 0 0

Green Industry project (Green System)  
 In 2017, the company and subsidiaries have participated the Green Industry project by the Water Technology 
and Industrial Pollution Management Bureau under the Department of Industrial Works of Thailand. The project aims 
to create the greener industry in Thailand. CHO has been considered and received the 2nd level of the environmental 
friendly organization. 

 In 2018 and 2019, the company and subsidiaries in collaborate with Khon Kaen Provincial Industry Office aims 
to reach the 3rd level of the environmental friendly organization.
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Safety and Health Care
 Every Employees in all positions who work for Cho Thavee Company are all important to us. Every one of them is part 
of the organization’s achievement. The performances were operated under the Safety and Health Care policy
1. The company has been engrossed in operating its businesses in accordance with the occupational safety, health and 

environment Act of Thailand. 
2. The first responsibility of employee’s in work place is the “safety first.”
3. The company shall support for the improving of working conditions  and environmental conditions  for more safety.
4. The company shall support for the safety activities that promote to employees for stimulating the employee’s awareness  

such as:  the training,  the motivation,  public relation,  the competition campaign of safety.
5. The company, employees, and business partners must cooperate for all safety activities that take them to the ultimate 

safety, or shortly  “accident must be zero.”
6. All of the supervisors must take action of a role model, leader, trainer,  coacher, and motivator for all employees with 

safety strategies.
7. The employee must recall himself/herself safety, co-workers, and throughout  the company’s assets at all times.
8. The employees must care of the cleanliness and the orderliness over the working area.
9. Employees must cooperate for all safety projects and healthy project and  has a right to raise up a suggestion for improving 

their working environment and their safety procedures.
10. The company has reconsidered, adjusted, and procured the evaluation on the result of the policies implementation regularly.   
                                                                                                             
 The Company realizes that every employee is a valuable resources  and recognizes the priority over any properties 
and equipments. The occupational health, safety, and environmental handbook is purposing to give the right understanding and 
information in operating the businesses. It is concerning to all members of the Company, out sourcing contactors, and every one 
who involve in the company’s businesses. Everyone has to study throughtout this handbook. Any conflict to this handbook, the 
specific procedure shall be replaces.  

The Chart of Safety Organization

The Chart of Safety Organization

Safety Management 
Representations

Safety Committees

Safety Unit Head

President and Chief Executive Officer
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Safety staff.
Professional. Safety officer.    1 persons
Executive  Safety officer.     21 persons
Supervisor  Safety officer.     57 persons

Field Risk Assessment: Accidental Reduction

Take a break! 
Think before 

the next 
operation

Look around, 
Identify hazard

Carefully
Continue

Risk assessment 
of hazard 
potential.

Risk control to 
protect 

endangered
 Upcoming

Safety 
 Providing the environment and health in the workplace, the firm concerns the safety in each operation. Therefore, 
the firm has providing the environment and health in the workplace. The personal safety equipment was provided and 
employees were trained to use for general and particular works to adapt the working environment, in order to establish 
the effective production system, and improving their quality of life in the working area. The most important, whereas 
they are working, employee must be aware and concentrate in all operation, never negligent, and highly self-care. The 
accident can happened anywhere whether in or outside the plant.  

  Department of Lab our Protection and Welfare provided the 
certificate to indicate that CHO has processed the safety management, 
occupational health, and work environment in the organization in the 
gold standard in 30 April, 2019
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Fire Prevention in Plant 

 The company has established the fire safety in the workplace according to the regulation of the Ministry of 
Interior identifying in the management and processing standards in the safety, occupational health, and the working 
environment aspects in the year 2012. The regulation mentioned that the company shall conduct a firefighting and fire 
evacuation training to its employees. This will guarantee that the attendants have the knowledge and understanding 
about the basic firefighting and be able to use the fire extinguishers, fire host, and fire sprinkler properly. A number of 
participants of the basic firefighting exercise must be at least 40% of all employees. In addition, all the operation staffs 
need to do the fire fighting and evacuating exercise at least once a year.

An Exercise; Emergency Case of Chemical Leakage
 In order to prevent the Chemical disasters that can spread over the vicinity. The Company has an emergency 
plan in the case of Chemical Leakage either risk reduction or safety reasons. For example, the Rescue Emergency 
exercise in case of a chemical leakage performing once a year under the target of unity, teamwork, good experience in 
communication and systematical approach on operational rescue.

The risk to an accident occurrence 
 The Company and its subsidiaries realize either safety or healthy of workers and its partners. In addition, it shall 
be a cause to employees and its partners’ morale and spiritual. In 2019, there were 29 incidents with 5 more cases (29 
incidents), than in 2018. Most of them were careless and missed performing. Therefore, the company has prevented 
the accident by training its employees to use the equipment properly. Accidental case was mostly found in automotive 
paint department and air brake-suspension department. 
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The summary of cases caused by the operation.

Safety Remark

 

Unit

2017 2018 2019

Absence due to any accident  (employees) Case 6 6 11

Absence due to any accident  (contractors) Case 0 0 0

The event nearly caused an accident Case 0 0 0

Number injured (employees) Case 13 15 29

Number injured (contractors) Case 0 0 0

Total of Dead Case 0 0 0

The number of CHO injured employees
during work divided by years (persons)

Taking off from 
work more than 
3 days (sent to 
the hospital)

Taking off from 
work not over 
3 days (sent to 
the hospital)

Not taking off 
from work (sent 
to the hospital)

Not taking off 
from work (not 
sent to the 
hospital)

0 5 10 15 20

2517 2518 2519

1

0

6

8

4

9

10

8

9

20

6

5
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Record of Injury in the Company and subsidiaries during 2017-2019

In the year 2017, injured 13 persons / Total employees 693 persons

In the year 2018, injured 15 persons / Total employees 789 persons

In the year 2019, injured 14 persons / Total employees 788 persons

Safety day Training program 
 The company provide several approaches to improve employee safety knowledge and skill for instance Safety 
training program scheduled, Safety day activity 2019, Learning by doing session, First aid skill improvement, Newsletter 
and brochure to raise employee awareness on safety to prevent themselves, co-worker as well as company’s inventory 
from damaged. 

Healthy
 The Company has provided physical healthy checks and occupational health services for employees and has 
Annual assessment on physical environments, i.e. dust, noise, etc., and chemical environments were monitored. The 
assessment report leads to establish an appropriate preventive plans to specific working area and/or leads to modify or 
reorganize the working area avoiding any unexpected outcome. Example are listed below

�	 Physical healthy check according to the National Regulation “Medical Check. BE.2547” once a year. These 
covered the pre-works checking and test for drugs.

�	 Providing courses for both existing and new employee on physical health, occupation health, for good 
communication 
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�	 The results of the sound level test in the operation areas (Leg. 8 Hrs.) has performed by C.E.M. technology 
(Thailand) company limited on June 4th -5th, 2019 in 9 areas. The results have been compared with the 
standard of “Ministerial Regulation on the Prescribing of Standard for Administration and Management of 
Occupational Safety, Health and Environment in Relation to Heat, Light, and Noise B.E. 2549 (A.D.2006)”, 
Government Gazette, Volume 135, Special Episode 19 on January 26, 2018. The sound level standard during 
the work for 8 hrs. Per day and continually being heard not over 85 dB (A), the results of the sound level 
(Leg. 8 Hrs.) were passed the standard in all 9 areas of operation.  

The Results of Sound Level Density (Leq. 8 Hrs.) 2019

No. Location Testing result/ 

dB (A)

Testing result/ dB (A) Comparing 

result

Leq. * ACGIH *

1 Area of repair service and truck service center 75.6 85 85 Passed

2
Area of parts production building 
 (Metal folding cutting machine) 73.5 85 85 Passed

3 P.8 Component production department area 77.3 85 85 Passed

4 P.6 Component production department area 76.2 85 85 Passed

5 Area of parts production (Drilling machine) 71.2 85 85 Passed

6
Area of parts production building (laser cutting 
machine) 75.9 85 85 Passed

7 P.9 Component production department area 73.2 85 85 Passed

8 Contractors area 78.6 85 85 Passed

9 Area of paint mill CHO 79.1 85 85 Passed

Note      “*” is the “Government Gazette, Volume 135, Special Episode 19 Ngo. on January 26, 2018.”.  
  ACGIH    =    American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 2017.
                Leq.     =   equivalent continuous sound level
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Awards and Recognitions 2019
Thailand Sustainability Investment (THSI) 2019
CHO has continually won the Thailand Sustainability Investment 2019 for 5 consecutive years. The award awarded by 
the Stock Exchange of Thailand CHO has been awarded on Wednesday, 26 November 2019. The sustainability award is 
rewarded to the registered companies that meet the assessment standards according to the environmental, social, and 
governance index or ESG. 

Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies (CGR)  
CHO’s Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies 2019 : Excellent level or 5 Stars.     
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About this Report
The Reporting Guidelines
 CHO has continuously prepared it Sustainable Development Report which this is the sixth report so far. This 
report is purposing to disclose the result of its performances for the period from 1st January 2019 to 31st December 
2019. The information provided are concerning the economic, the environment, and the social sectors to disclose these 
information to all its stakeholders and gain the trustworthy in the performances of CHO. The company’s stakeholders are 
consist of its shareholders, employees, business partners, customers, communities, and society.Furthermore, this report 
is reporting accordingly to the Global Reporting Initiatives : GRI Standard and our contributions towards the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).  

The Content Selection for Reporting
 The content selection for this report is selected the important aspects of the company’s performances in building 
sustainable business. CHO stresses to improve the competency of its personnel, enhancement of products, creating 
happy workplace in its community,and the responsibility to the society.

Scope of this Report:
 This report presents throughoutall activities including the business operation, economic, environmental and 
social sustainability of the Company and Cho Thavee Thermotech Co. LTD. (the subsidiary company) by not including 
its relevant company.  

The Certification of This Report
 The report was not certified from any external organization who has the expertise in this area. Nonetheless, it was 
annuallyverified of the correction by the company’s board of directors, the executive committee, and the CSR committee. This 
report was verified of the correction on April 2rd , 2020. The economic aspect of this report has reported according to the financial 
and accounting progress and has the same details with the company’s Annual Report for the year 2019. The information was 
audited by the authorized auditors in order to provide the transparent and trustworthy of the information. The company has 
not planned to send out its sustainability report to External organization for certification, yet.

This report publishes in Thai and English version by printed and electronic media 
on the company’s website, This report can be downloaded at:  

http://cho.listedcompany.com/attachment.html?id=114573 

For any enquiry or suggestion, please contact:
CSR committees and Investor Relationship

Cho Thavee Public Company Limited
265 Moo 4, Klangmuang Road, Muangkao

Muangkhonkaen, KhonKaen 40000
Tel.: 043-043880-90 extension 1120

Facsimile: 043-043899
Email address: info@cho.co.th or ir@cho.co.th
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Sustainable Development Goals : SDGs
Operations of the Company In accordance with Sustainable Development Goals : SDGs   

Goal : SDGs  Activities and projects 
The Company’s compliance 

with the SDGs.

Report details

• Reasonable Price, and Free Rice • The operation of Four CHO- CSR Groups ( 
HAPPY WORK PLACE ),  part 62

• Technician training • Innovative Movement for Sustainable 
Development, part 13-14 , 51

• Energy Preservation, and Investment for 
Environment and Solar Cell energy for lighting 
project

•  Environment Operation, part 68

• Supply Chain Management
• Product Design
• Societal concerns product
 •Routine to Research project Development 
(R2R)

• Value Chain, part 16-17
• Products and Services, part  19
• Products and Services, part 28
• Innovat ive Movement for  Susta inable 
Development, part 53

• Water  Management • Environment Operation, part 65

• Reforestation • The operation of CHO- CSR Groups Environment  
Activity, part 64

• Anti-Corruption Operations
• Compliance with human rights rules

•  Anti-Corruption, part 38 - 40 
•  Human Rights, part 41
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GRI Content Index
GRI Standards

Material 

Topics

Disclo-

sure 

Number

Disclosure Title  

Page 

Number 

(Sustainable 

Report)

Page 

Number 

(Annual 

Report)

Omissions External 

Assurance

GRI 102: General Disclosures 

Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 3

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 16-17 , 20-27

102-3 Location of headquarters 3

102-4 Location of operations 6, 26-27

102-5 Ownership and legal form 3

102-6 Markets served 18 , 26-27  

102-7 Scale of the organization 9 , 26-27 , 35

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 9-12   

102-9 Supply chain 15-22

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 6-8

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 71-72 Yes

102-12 External initiatives 39 Yes

102-13 Membership of associations 36-37 Yes

Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 2 5

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 32-34 128-133

Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 36-39 38-40

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 36-39 41

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 35-37

102-19 Delegating authority 35-37

102-20
Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and social 
topics 35-37

102-21
Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and social 
topics 43

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees 35-37

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body - 49-50  

102-24 Nominating and selecting the highest governance body 36
47-48,52-

53

102-25 Conflicts of interest - 52

102-26
Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and 
strategy - 51

102-27 Collective knowledge of highest governance body - 62-63

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance - 60-65

102-29
Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and social 
impacts - 49-51

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes -

102-31 Review of economic, environmental, and social topics -

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting 2 , 81
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GRI Standards

Material 

Topics

Disclo-

sure 

Number

Disclosure Title  

Page 

Number 

(Sustainable 

Report)

Page 

Number 

(Annual 

Report)

Omissions

External 

Assurance

102-35 Remuneration policies - 32-34  

102-36 Process for determining remuneration - 48

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 44-47

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 37

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 44-47

Reporting Practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 3 , 6-8

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 48 , 81  

102-47 List of material topics 48

102-50 Reporting period 81

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 81

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 81

102-55 GRI content index 82-86

Economic

GRI 201: Economic Performance

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 4 , 29

201-2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate 
change 33

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 4

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2 The management approach and its components  

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

205-2
Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and 
procedures 38

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 39-40

Environment

GRI 301: Materials 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 66

103-2 The management approach and its components 66-67  

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 67

301-2 Recycled input materials used 73

GRI 302: Energy 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 65,68

103-2 The management approach and its components 65

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 65,68

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 65,68,73

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organization 68

302-3 Energy intensity 68

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 68

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services 19,29

GRI 303: Water 
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GRI Standards

Material 

Topics

Disclo-

sure 

Number

Disclosure Title  

Page 

Number 

(Sustainable 

Report)

Page 

Number 

(Annual 

Report)

Omissions

External 

Assurance

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 65

103-2 The management approach and its components 65

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 65

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 65,73

303-2 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water 65

303-3 Water recycled and reused 73

GRI 304: Biodiversity 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 9

103-2 The management approach and its components 9

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 9

304-1
Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protect-
ed areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas 9 66-67

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity 71

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

GRI 305: Emissions 

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 29,68

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 29,68

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 29,68

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 68

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS) 68

GRI 306: Effluents and Waste

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 66

103-2 The management approach and its components 65-68

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 65

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 67,73

306-3 Significant spills 73

Social

GRI 401: Employment

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 12

103-2 The management approach and its components 12

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 12

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 9-11

401-3 Parental leave 12

GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 76

103-2 The management approach and its components 76 Yes

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 74-79 Yes

403-1
Workers representation in formal joint management–worker health and 
safety committees 75

403-2
Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, 
and absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities 77-78  

403-3
Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases related to their 
occupation 76

403-4
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade 
unions 74-79 Yes

GRI 404: Training and Education 
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GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 50

103-2 The management approach and its components 13,50-51

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 13,50-51

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 13-14

404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance 
programs 50-52

404-3
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews 13-14

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity 

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 12

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 9-11,35

GRI 406: Non-discrimination 

GRI 103 
Management 

Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 41

103-2 The management approach and its components 40

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 35-41

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 41
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